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SHELL BRINGS THE I

A further
£30 million
pounds worth,
offaith in
Australia!
The recent announcement of Chell's tremendous programme of expansion at Clyde
Refinery, N.S.W., dramatically illustrates
Shell's great faith in Australia's future. The
proposed extensions represent a capital outlay of over £30,000,000, bringing Shell's
total investment in Australia to over
£120,000,000.
As well as greatly increasing refining
capacity of high quality motor spirit, the
new industrial projects herald a new era in
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M
AustraUa, the development of a modern
petrochemical industry.
They will thus open exciting new career
opportunities for many young Graduates
from Universities and Technical Colleges
throughout Australia. These young men—
industrial chemists, engineers, agricultural
scientists, accountants, economists, etc., will
be trained, both here in Australia and overseas, to play their part in a vital and
progressive organisation.
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The Status of the Writer in Australia
H. H. Wilson

F

ORUMS and public discussions during
Writers' Week of the recent Festival of
Arts in Adelaide provided much food for
serious thought for those interested in the
future of writing in Australia, and the presence of internationally known writers added
zest to the meetings.
Amongst subjects discussed were "Mass
Media and the Writer", "The Critics and Australian Publishing", "Publishing in Australia",
and "The Status of the Writer in Australia."
This last proved perhaps the most lively
of all. Mr. Murray Smith, of Melbourne, gave
the audience something to bite on when he
quoted an American, Frederick Miller, as
having claimed that the status of the American writers was lower than a corn fed hog'.
Another speaker quickly reminded him that
a recent American visitor had spoken with
indignation and regret of the low esteem in
which Australia held her writers and artists.
So there is apparently a status lower than
that of a corn fed hog!
The change in the status of the writer
cannot be attributed to any one cause, but to
a great many. In the past, the writer often
had the backing of some powerful patron, in
whose prestige he was enabled to share. But,
as is mentioned in Boswell's 'Journal,' it is not
at all sure that writers were esteemed even
in those days. He writes: "I knew several
people equal to those great men of letters in
Queen Anne's time: but as true genius is always accompanied with good sense, they soon
saw that being men of literary merit was not
the way to rise; and therefore they turned
lawyers and physicians and other employments, while the buds of genius withered

away." While lamenting that 'genius was not
now cherished by the beams of courtly
favour', he goes on to mention a certain
Captain Plume, who would have no man in
his company, who could write: "A fellow that
can write can draw a petition. A dangerous
man. Discharge him ! Discharge him !"
This is very true of the present era. A
writer IS regarded as a dangerous man. To
be respectable, it is essential to conform. And
if you conform, you are very soon not a
writer. It is scarcely as simple as that, but in
many countries, inside and outside the
so-called Iron Curtain, pressure has been
brought to bear upon writers so that their
free, enquiring spirit, their search for truth,
is so throttled down that what they have to
say has little appeal even to a public conditioned to outward conformity. If writers
write as they should, they are naturally a step
or two ahead of public opinion, and so are
suspect by authority and treated as subversives or worse.
If considered by financial rewards, the
status of the writer in Australia is very low
indeed. Only a very few can make writing
a full-time occupation and those do not rank
in the higher income groups. It is definitely
more profitable and socially acceptable to be,
say, a manufacturer of wire-netting than a
manufacturer of words, even though the latter
may give history its only record of our times.
But words are liable to present some unpalatable truths to the community, to stir up dangerous thoughts; whilst wire-netting, if only
utilitarian, at least cannot do any harm.
The writer has become suspect if he does
not conform and allow himself to be brainWESTERLY

washed. And if he does, his integrity as an
artist suffers.
Another reason for the loss of status of the
writer was put forward: mass media—television, comic strips, radio, the daily press.
Most of these media, it was claimed, destroy
the taste of the reading public for any serious
writing. They have conditioned people only
to want cheap romance, violence in all forms,
any trivial and superficial entertainment, and
created in them a passion for the mediocre.
Thus a write-up of some sports' record broken, which may be rebroken a dozen times
in the near future, receives far more attention
by the press than a serious literary work
which will tell the Australian story to future
generations. It is indeed a paradox that as the
level of general education rises so does the
taste for good reading decrease.
I would suggest that, as a class, writers
are no more objectionable than some other
professions which enjoy much higher public
esteem. They are no more pompous than
some members of the legal profession, no
more uncivil than some of the medical profession, no more overbearing than many a
successful business man. But they are much,
much poorer than any of these.
What part have critics played in this matter of the status of the writer ? Quite considerable. And this for two reasons. One, in
that they consider it a duty to denigrate the

work of most writers, thus following the good
old Australian custom of cutting down the
tall poppies, of "knocking' everything on principle. Or they go to the other extreme, and
lavish praise upon some work which is quite
incomprehensible even to the serious reading
public, small as it is. Readers who are able
to enjoy, say, Dickens or Tolstoi, find themselves chilled and bewildered by the choice
offered them by many modern critics.
Mr. Morris West, author of Children of
the Sun and The Devil's Advocate, and fresh
from literary triumphs in America, was incHned to think that much of the remedy lay
in the writers' own hands. They refused to
learn the ordinary business side of their craft,
remaining isolated in their little ivory towers,
leaving the sordid money-making side to
lesser minds. Consequently, they were too
often exploited by astute business men. He
strongly advised viTriters to unite, to form an
association like the American Artists' Guild,
which is a powerful force in that country.
Which brings us round again in a circle.
If the American Artists' Guild is so powerful in
that country, how comes it that an American,
quoted in the beginning of this article, can
lament in public that 'the status of the American MTiter is lower than that of a corn-fed

hog'?
Mrs. H. H. WILSON is a well-known Western Australian
writer and author of several novels.

Blank Wall at the University
Peter
Is there painter to work a paddock of shapes
?
Come here on a child of a wall
In a cold reach of unwindowed arch
East to West and empty and
In shining uncolour
PETER BIBBV is an undergraduatei of
Containing the yearner sun.
ity of Western Australia.
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How Beautiful Upon The Mountains
Dorothy

I

T was Kylie Tennant who first encouraged
me to become a writer, Kylie Tennant and
the "Women's Mirror", that bible of cockles'
wives in the early thirties.
I was about ten years old and Kylie Tennant had just won the S. H. Prior Memorial
Prize for "Tiburon".
Whenever I think of her I can still smell
the scent of woodbugs and bleached jarrah,
where I lay on my stomach on the bungalow
verandah, gazing entranced at a photo of
Kylie in pants and Eton crop.
The "Mirror" article described her determination to gather her material first-hand,
even working at traditionally "men's jobs" to
get copy. There and then I decided that if
Kylie Tennant could do it, so could I. I too
would become a realist writer in pants and
Eton crop, with the emphasis on social problems.
I was a teenager when I read "Tiburon"
and because it was so perfect a replica of the
country town seven miles from the farm
where I spent my childhood, it gave me a
new sensitivity, a new awareness of my own
country and my own people.
"Tiburon" and "The Battlers" still seem to
me to outstrip all Kylie Tennant's later novels.
The rich promise and the rich fulfilment of
"The Battlers" was never to be repeated. In
that novel she perfected her own particular
style of romantic realism . . . her deep sympathy, her identification with the land and the
landless, her laconic humour, taking it far
beyond the confines of the picaresque or the
naturalist novel.
For it was within these confines that Kylie
Tennant throttled her novels. A parallel could
be drawn with Steinbeck. "The Battlers" is

Hewett

the Australian "Grapes of Wrath", pitched on
a lower key, the lyricism less skilful, but the
intention, the movement, the sardonic characterisation and identification with environment,
are all there. It is a strange parallel that even
as Steinbeck lost himself in a maze of the
grotesque and the bizarre, the rejects of
society (e.g., "Cannery Row"), so Kylie Tennant's development has tended along similar
lines (e.g., the weird, inbred community of
"Lost Haven", the delinquent grotesqueries
of "The Joyful Condemned").
What was compassion in "The Battlers"
became pity in the later novels. What was an
image of the landless, the strays upon the surface of the land who never lost their essential
humanity, became an image of the declassed,
cultivated for their bizarreness. Compassion
degenerated into pity and pity walked handin-hand with a kind of contemptuous naturalism.
The wood had disappeared and the trees
grew crooked. What caused such a development, the seeds of which lay, more or less,
dormant in "Tiburon" ? It became more obvious in the flotsam and jetsam of "Foveaux",
but was swept almost out of sight in the powerful narrative and characterisation of "The
Battlers". Was it a real lack of understanding, a failure of identification with the
"battlers" she had tried to make her own
people ? 'Was it the fatal trap of the journalist out for a sensational story ?
"I'm just a journahst," she liked to say . . .
was this, too, the reason behind the degeneration into hopped-up reportage of "The Honey
Flow", published in 1956 ?
Was this the reason behind the procession
of unreal characters, the "weird mob" of
WESTERLY

"Ride on Stranger", "Time Enough Later",
"Lost Haven", "The Joyful Condemned" ?
Was Kylie Tennant that image of the lonely
woman whose only joy was to feed a stray cat
wandered in out of a storm ?
Certainly she has always tended to concentrate on society's outcasts. The basic image
of "The Battlers" is the image of the landless,
imprisoned within the barbed wire walls of
other men's land; the image of Snow, a cove
with a brown van and a broken horse . . "the
discontent in his bones would never let him
rest now, would never be purged into peace
until death once and for all laid Snow's long
bones in some dusty town forever"; . . . the
image of Dacey, "the stray" like a "cat on a
windy night" . . . "d'you think I might make
enough to get me teef ?" . . . of the Busker
with his soulful yodel, of lazy, balmy Miss
Phipps, and the 'Postle, Burning Angus, the
Dogger, Thirty Bob, and Deafy Tyrell, old
Jim who sang "The Overlanders", Uncle who
quoted Shakespeare, Sharkey W^ilks and his
daughter Betty, a little girl with a rosella on
her shoulder. Yet set firmly into the environment of the road, the river bank, the cherry
pickers coming into the Orion with a dream
on their lips . . . "why ! a real good picker
might make a pound a day, or more" . . .
The Bagman's Union and the cannery, they
all grow in stature and become symbols of
the dispossessed of the earth.
No grubbing here in the seeming perfect
reality of the naturalist writer, no highly coloured reportage on the delinquent out to
catch the easy-money Yanks, with Kylie roaming the streets disguised as a blonde-wigged
prostitute, ending up in Long Bay for "local
colour". This is no surface sensationaHsm,
and though the "Stray" is a stray all right, she
is a stray who gains in dignity as the book
moves over the plains, past rivers and towns
and farmhouses. She becomes the stray woman on the earth's surface with the common
woman-dream in her heart . . . "I'd like it
WESTERLY

best if I had a bit of a place to settle in like,
a place of me own, green and little."
The battlers become part of the legends
of tlie country they move through, mythmakers immortalised on endless roads. . .
The Stray sitting nursing her blistered feet
amongst the hills, covered in the burning
blues and purples of Paters on's curse, the
Stray singing in front of the old van, "How
beautiful, how beautiful upon the mountains,"
or "I guess I can battle for meself." . . . Snow
fleeing from the only home he had, halfdelirous, in the back of the van, fleeing across
the plains in the slicing wind, from himself,
from human companionship, from love, from
life itself; Snow lying rotten-drunk in the
gutter; Snow in Goulburn jail for sheep stealing; Snow, the image of the restless man, the
landless man, moving forever across the
earth's surface, clinging to humanity in spite
of himself, clinging to the companionship of
the stray, the code of the battler.
Parallel with the images of the landless
run the images of the land, written with a
lyricism, a sense of identification, unsurpassed
in our literature.
"The weir over the Lachlan beyond Condoblin . . . the river dripped across it, jade
and milk-white. A yellow and green willow
hung over the upper reach and white cockatoos with yellow crests were crying in the
gum trees.
He was down by the Murrumbidgee—that
grey, greasy river, hot, flickering with silver
lights across its rapid flow.
He was beside the Namoi, red as cayenne
pepper, with steep, treacherous clay banks,
red-hot as a river that flowed from hell."
The landscape takes on the grief of the
landless, flowing across its surface Uke
water
"
They react upon each other, each strengthening and extending the image of lostness,
sometimes of grief, sometimes of joyousness,
sometimes of a deep content, but always enduring.

"The vindictive ghost of winter risen like
conscience was bitter company on the road.
Everywhere was the crying and calling of
ewes, for it was still lambing time in these
parts. . . .
The grey stones stood together like sheep,
and when the sheep moved it was as though
the rocks had stirred and walked restless with
the cold."
The perfect lyrical image of Betty Wilks
staggering along the road to the camp with a
log of wood over her shoulder . . . "A little
dark girl in a dull red dress with a red and
green rosella perched on her shoulder," leavened with the harsh and pitiful moments in
the weatherboard cottage when Snow's wife
Molly has "taken up" with another man.
Writing on "The Australian Novel", a Current Affairs Bulletin says of Kylie Tennant:
"Her best work is probably 'The Battlers',
which tries the interesting experiment of taking 'city types' out into the country, or rather
a semi-rural area. But it was a dangerous
move: IjTicism threatens to take over and the
book falls into worse cliches, at times, than
'The Pea Pickers'. A much better harmony
was achieved by Darcy Niland in 'The Shiralee', which also descends a little but hardly
so far, into the sentimental."
This seems to me a grossly distorted criticism, the kind of shallow estimate which does
no justice to either the writer or the AustraHan novel. To compare Kylie Tennant's "The
Battlers" with "The Shiralee" to the latter's
advantage, particularly on the basis of sentimentalism, is a piece of literary charlatanism.
"The Shiralee" is a theatrical pot-boiler
version of "The Battlers" in many respects . . .
at first glance it has a similar type of hero in
the anti-social Macauley, it has the child
figure who tags along behind the wandering
father, it has the set of "characters" met on
the road. But here the resemblance ends. The
characterisation is filmic, a kind of Hollywood
concept of Snow and his battlers; the country
never comes through with that thrill of identi-

fication. We never get this kind of real feeling . . . "he felt such a love for this hard hot
country he could have patted the very grass."
If Kylie Tennant descended in her later
books to the sentimentalising of this type of
character, even of this environment, in "The
Battlers" it is the very juxtaposition of lyrical
romanticism with a kind of hardheaded laconic realism of speech and characterisation that
gives the novel its strength.
The lyricism worked, it worked in contrast
to the realism and even as a lyrical extension
of it. It took the novel beyond the narrow
confines of the little group of bagmen and
gave them heroic stature in a great world of
rain and dust and flood and dole towns. They
became even as in the "Grapes of Wrath"—
humanity on the road, battling it out to their
own salvation, never individually, although
they tried it that way often enough, but together, smarting at the human proximity, but,
at the same time, joyous over it.
If Kylie Tennant ever finds her way back
to the road of "The Battlers" we can expect
more fine and lasting novels from her. But
I'm reminded of two more images of Kylie
Tennant. My mate Snow, from Redfern, who
did time in Long Bay on more than one occasion, once told me how Kylie Tennant took
copy from him and his brother, sitting them
up with cups of tea in her lounge room while
she wrote down 'lag's slang" in her notebook,
thrilled because she was getting the real
thing.
He grinned when he told me. "We dudded
her up a fair bit," he said. So much for Kylie
the zealous reporter. Is that why that reportage rings so false ?
The other . . . Kylie Tennant in a white
dress with her dark hair pushed back from a
high-cheekboned, intelligent face, speaking to
an audience in the Art Gallery at the Festival
of Perth, telhng us that she used to write
"social novels" but now that "all the big social
problems had been solved in Australia" she
was going to concentrate on style.
WESTERLY

When she knew what a social problem
was and tackled it honestly and creatively
Kylie Tennant wrote "The Battlers" . . . and
style flowed from conviction and theme and
understanding. Is she up another dead-end
with a bug about style a la Patrick White; is
it just another twist of the "collecting copy"
bug ?
She has tried many avenues of approach
to the Australian environment, and she has
often been content to wend a pretty pedestrian way with her reporter's notebook. The

way back it seems to me is not through style
but through that extension of realism, that
heroic concept of man and woman in a social
context that made Snow and Dancy, the Stray
more than a couple of wandering bagmen.
"How beautiful," Dancy sang. "How beautiful
upon the mountains,"
And it is the mountains that Kylie Tennant
will need to climb again.
DOROTHY HEWETT is a novelist, poet, and undergraduate
of the University of Western Australia.
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Blood of the Fish
Gavin Casey

(Author's note: The aborigines of parts of coastal Queensland are said to have captured
fish in the extraordinary manner outlined in this story.)

J

UST off this sparkling shore the lugger lay
at anchor, while Connoly and his crew
worked on the gear. In those days, before
little sailing ships had auxiliary engines to
save them in emergencies, the condition of
the gear was of great importance, and could
easily mean the difference between life and
death. A bad blow on the way up the coast
had knocked things about a bit, so Connoly
and his boys were making sure everything
would be all right for the return journey.
The bay where the beach sprawled around
the quiet water was too large to be a perfect
anchorage in bad weather. But now there
was no wind and the movement of the water
was lazy and gentle. Cameron and young
Cairns, who hoped later to go a long way
inland, were ashore, getting acquainted with
the natives, and on the previous day the pair
had hunted kangaroo with the aborigines.
It had been well-spent time, for Cameron
had shot two big animals when they were
safely out of the range of spears, and the
wonder and excitement of the blacks when
the rifle had been fired, and their happiness
when it had been made clear that the extra
meat was theirs, had helped towards friendship.

them from the tribes further south. They
were not hostile, but wariness overlay their
natural curiosity and eagerness to please and
be pleased. It was a pity that these people
spoke language unfamiliar to the whites, but
communication with them would soon get
easier.
"Hear that? The big fellow's already got
a word or two of pidgin," Cameron said to
Cairns, when Booloo smilingly pointed at one
of the dead kangaroos and said, "Tucker.
Good, good."
Cameron went on, "This feller's a clever
boy. He'll learn fast. Lucky to find him
here."
Cameron was a good man, and a friend
of the natives. He had known them well in
the south, and he did not share the general
belief that they were violent, unstable,
greedy, dishonest, and treacherous. He beheved that most of the cattle-spearing resultr
ed from a simple behef that cows were gamg,
the same as every other edible animal the
natives or their ancestors had ever seen.
/!<^
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Booloo, the big warrior who Cameron
hoped would eventually guide them inland,
N'rangi, the grey and brittle elder of the
tribe, and the rest of them, had never seen
white men before. But thev had heard of
WESTERLY

When they speared white men, as far as he
could discover, it was generally in reprisal
or because of interference with their women.
Cameron had known aborigines in fear
and delight, in perplexity and doubt, hungry
and fed, troubled in spirit and calm. As a
result he judged them to be pretty much like
any other human beings, though they lived
so differently, and had faiths and laws so
unlike those of Europeans. He was their
friend, and always treated them fairly and
well.
But it would not, of course, have occurred
to Cameron, even in a fleeting moment, that
he and Cairns might learn the native language, or that they might try to teach Booloo
English. Pidgin Was good enough for the
exchange of the simple ideas and meanings
that dictated actions in what would be their
common workaday world.
Now, on the day after the kangaroo-hunt,
a lubra came running to the white men's
camp. She, of course, had not even an odd
word of pidgin, but she tried to convey something by gestures and grins and rolling of the
eyes. "Booloo. Booloo," she repeated urgently, pointing towards the sea.
"Booloo seems to want us. Something's
happened. He wants us to see something,"
Cameron said.
They climbed the sandhills that lay between their camp and the beach, and from
the top saw activities that were at first mysterious. Aborigines seemed to be coming from
everywhere, with guttural exclamations of
excitement and pleasure. At the water's edge
they threw down their hunting-spears and
picked up fishing-spears from a pile that lay
there. In the meanwhile two of their number
beat the water purposefully and rhythmically,
with shaped and carved pieces of wood. The
others, when they had armed themselves,
stood and waited while the pair flogged the
ocean in some incomprehensible ceremony.
Then the white men saw the fish coming.
They were tailer in a vast school, headed
WESTERLY

straight for the shore. As they came closer
and the water shallowed, the fish were
crowded. They were so close to each other
that scales slithered on scales, and those of
the tailer on top glittered wetly in direct
sunlight.
When that happened the mass of the
natives went to work with a shout, Booloo
among them. They waded into the water,
and every time a spear was plunged downwards it was raised again in triumph with a
fat fish impaled on it. The catch was thrown
ashore with a swing of the spear, and there
the lubras gigglingly collected.
Behind the tailer, further out to sea, came
the porpoises. They were close in, but now
they no longer headed for the water's edge.
They swam up and down behind the shoal
of tailer, gracefully emerging and submerging, moving as their kind always do, with a
rolling, lazy grace even when they were
swimming at very high speed.
"The fish are committing suicide," cried
young Cairns, in high excitement. "What
makes them come in to be speared?"
"No doubt those chaps walloping the
water with waddies think they're doing it,"
Cameron told him. "But I've no doubt it is
one of those natural instincts that bring fish
to certain places at certain times. Handy for
the blackfellows."
Even if old N'rangi had not been so busy
strutting and yelling on the beach, supervising the work of the gins, he could not have
told the white men what was happening, but
that would not have mattered. The visitors
would not have believed it.
Nevertheless it was so. Every year at this
season, when the tailer came into the bay in
schools, the natives awaited them. It had
happened for countless years and countless
generations, and all that took place had been
so long part of the Law that nobody had even
the faintest memory of a memory of how it
had started.
The aborigines waited and watched for

the tailer, and when they came, far out in the
bay, the men who were born to the work and
the ceremony produced the sea signal-sticks
and beat the water.
Far away in the big bay's centre where
the porpoises played the vibrations of this
tlirashing of the water reached them and
were meaningful for them. What they meant
was food, and to get it plentifully and easily
the porpoises knew what they had to do.
They headed towards the shore, driving the
alarmed tailer ahead of them, occasionally
snapping one up and swallowing him, but in
the main concentrating like dogs with a herd
on getting the smaller fish in close.
In the shallows the aborigines with their
fish-spears did the work of slaughter, while
the porpoises turned and swam up and down
on leisurely sentry-duty, hardly bothering to
take any tailer, but frightening back to their
doom any who headed again for the sea to
escape death in the shallows.
When the slaughter was over, the feeding
of the porpoises began. Tailer were thrown
to them, and they enjoyed a graceful game
of dodging and leaping to catch their food
high in the air before it hit the water. As it
went on they grew bold, and would take fish
from the ends of the spears of the natives.
Naturally, no porpoise was ever hurt, or even
frightened. The men and the big fish understood each other and worked together as, in
the memories of each, they always had in this
place at this time of the year. There was
nothing unusual about it to either.
But it would have been astonishing to the
point of seeming quite impossible to Cameron
and Cairns had there been anyone there who
could tell them the story. These were primitive, nomadic, hunting people, who cultivated
nothing and conserved nothing, according to
popular belief. How could they possibly have
achieved the magic of training creatures of
the deep, swift, free, small-brained fish, to
hunt for them like dogs?
10

The training of a dog or a horse was
understandable. The eye and the \'oice, and
through them the wills of man and animal
made contact and were in conflict until the
man conquered. Gestures had unmistakable
meanings, and as well as being given rewards
for obedience, the animals could be punished
for lack of it. That was easy, but not even
the most superior of the superior races had
ever in history done anything like it with fish,
creatures free in a different element, creatures
with which there could be no way of making
even an initial contact.
Though Cameron as a good man, and a
friend of the natives, it would have been too
much to expect him to believe that. It would
have been much easier for him to believe in
the Indian rope-trick, or any of the magic
claimed by people who at least had backgrounds of sophistication and mystery. So it
did not matter much that he and Cairns never
knew just why the fish plunged with such apparent willingness on to the spears of Booloo
and his tribesmen.
Nonetheless, they watched in amazement.
"My God, I've never seen anything like
it!" said young Cairns, who had not yet lived
long enough to have seen much of anything.
"The porpoises don't come in so close,"
commented Cameron. "Probably they were
just hunting the other fish, anyway, and drove
them in here."
"How would the natives know to be here
when a fluke happens" asked Cairns. "How
would they know to have that pair beating
the water before it happens?"
"I don't know," Cameron said. "Anyway,
they won't get a porpoise unless they come
in closer. I supose they'd be too big to spear,
anyway."
"You could get one for them," Cairns suggested eagerly. "You could get one for them
the way you got the big kangaroo."
"Why, so I could," said Cameron, delighted bv the idea.
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He put his rifle to his shoulder, followed
a porpoise with its sights, and then waited
until its head emerged from the water again.
At the right moment he squeezed the trigger,
and with the crack of the shot the great
creature left the ocean bodily in a last, convulsive, agonised leap.
Then there was silence — an imnatural
silence. The shouting, laughing, giggling
hunting-play of the aborigines stopped in
mid-cry. There was no noise from anywhere
in the hot, still day.
Connoly and his boys, on the lugger,
heard the shot, and the great splash and the
silence, and they looked up and saw the rest
of it, though Connoly missed a moment when
he dived below decks for his own rifle.
Booloo was the first to reach the pile of
hunting-spears in a silent, headlong rush from
the water. His flying spear was the first to
pass through Cameron's chest, though it was
only feet ahead of half a dozen others, and
of five or six which impaled poor Cairns.
Then the natives raced on, in silence and fear
and horror, over the sandhills and into the
scrub. Connoly's rifle picked off N'rangi, who
was old and frail and stiff in the limbs, and
had lagged behind. After that there was
silence again, as the blood of two whites and
a black man stained the sand, and that of the
porpoise drifted shorewards from the sea.
Connoly and his boys went ashore much
later in fear and trembling. They buried their
white comrades, and they kicked the corpse
of the old, grey blackfellow as they passed it.
They sailed south from the bay with their
repaired and efiicient gear, and never came
back to it. The natives never came back to
it, either. Why should they, now that the
porpoises would come no more, to bring the
tailer from the deep water, but only, perhaps,
to wreak some terrible vengeance on Booloo
and his tribe? The porpoises, though, did
come, doubtfully, for a year or two. But they
never heard the signal of the sticks vibrating
through the water of the bay again, and there
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was no longer easy food there, and they soon
forgot all about it.
Nothing more happened. Except that it
seemed that the blood of the fish, of the porpoise, when it eventually difted ashore with
the slow, soft water, might have mingled with
that of the white men and the black in the
sand. It might have spread from there over
half the great continent, tingeing with its
angry red and with misunderstanding and
suspicion and hatred and violence all the relations for many years and generations between the white men and the black through
the whole of the land.
For Connoly reported, with perfect honesty, "It was an unprovoked killing if ever
there was one. Cameron was getting on with
them splendidly. Why, he even shot a porpoise for their cooking pots a matter of seconds before they speared him to death."
GAVIN CASEY is one of Australia's leading short story
writers, and is well known as a novelist and journalist.
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An Old Story
J. M. S. O'Brien

At the first watch, the Trojan sentries tramp,
Shivering, to their posts upon the walls;
The fires burn low within the Greek besiegers' camp
As sentry to adjoining sentry calls
The countersign. In Menelaus tent the light,
By an occasional shadow crossed, will burn all night.
These usual night noises of nine years will wake
Helen at her lover's side, and from his sleep
Nudging that tired lad, she will, trembling, make
A refuge of his arms, from herself to keep—
Buttressed by flesh and his resumed desires—
All thoughts of that implacable Greek army's fires.
Impelled to the embrace by love infused with terror
They will, the spasm passed and lying still.
Tell themselves: it was not sin, but error.
And hold this thought suspended in half-sleep until
The room begins to fill and love is over-run
By chatter of servants and the intruding sun.
The querulous voices of his comrades in the ante-room
Are raised to castigate her slothful lover.
The clattering harnesses dissolve the gloom
As they hastily embrace each other.
He goes then to his dusty armour in the hall;
She to walk, admired by old men, on the wall.
Troy smouldering, her mind will coolly dwell upon.
She sees, unmoved, the blood of each particular day
As strife engendered by a too impetuous swan.
But when desire dies and beauty will decay,
What matters a Hector dead; or that death which waits
Like an usurped stallion rampant at the gates ?

J. M. S. O'BRIEN is a poet and undergraduate of the University of Western Australia.
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James McAuley: The Man and The Poet
Vincent Buckley

I

N the Penguin Book of Australian Verse,
each poet's work is preceded by a brief
"biocriticism," designed, so the editors say, to
indicate "how experience has shaped the various poets". If we took James McAuley's "biocriticism" as indicating the importance of his
place in Australian literature, we might suppose that experience had shaped him to be a
sort of poetic organization man. For we learn
there that he has been a pre-war schoolteacher, a war-time administrator, and a postwar academic specialising in questions of administration.
The reality of the man and the poet is
very different from what may be suggested
by this prim recital. McAuley is, in fact, a
fierce and dauntless freebooter on the Australian literary scene, erecting his poetry as
defiantly as he erects critical arguments and
dicta to stand as a monument to values which
he believes the modern world has scorned
and from the absence of which that world
is profoundly suffering. He has just completed an epic on the attempts of Captain
Quiros to discover the great Southland of the
Holy Spirit. It is typical of him that it should
be in a tight stanza-form which looks conventional but is in fact probably of his own
devising; and it is equally typical that he
should announce in the Prologue to the whole
enterprise.
Therefore I haxe less care who shall approve;
For poems in this kind are out of fashion.
Together with the faith, the will, the love.
The energy of intellectual passion
That built the greatness that we have resigned.
I play a match against the age's mind:
The board is set; the living pieces move.
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This is not the stance of an administrator;
the scorn for majority opinion, the confidence
which is not far from arrogance, the consciousness of personal election, the suggestion of some apocalyptic urgency behind ordinary affairs; all these make the word "freebooter" less arbitrary, less merely whimsical,
than it may have appeared. He may be, as
his biocriticism announces, editor of "a politico-literary quarterly under the auspices of
. . ."; but his poetry and his criticism alike
come from a willingness to stand alone, and
a bitter consciousness that if one is to stand
firm at all, one may have to consent to isolation.
It is true that his conversion to Catholicism
in 1952 has led to quite remarkable changes
in the tone and emphases of his poetry. But
the consciousness of personal election, and
the intense willingness to make some difficult
ascent, have remained constant; it is only the
goal that has changed. In his earlier poetry,
as in his later, McAuley plays a match against
the age's mind. But then the stake was a
poetic illumination coming from the meeting
of conscious and unconscious sources in
poetry:
And yet our praise, intent upon one truth.
Distorts the truth as maps do in projection:
The centre gives a perfect azimuth
But other bearings have a false direction.
O seraph in the soul, who singing climb
The orders of creation as a stair.
And hold a silver lamp above the time
And places of our deepening despair:
When the delirium swirls within the gyre.
And comets die, and iron voices wake.
Be witness to the sun; and mounting higher
Hold the lamp steady, though creation shake.
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He is still intent upon one huth, stiU
cleaves to that firm centre, but is still conscious of the possible false directions and the
shaking of creation. Now, however, he is less
hkely to invoke the Rilkean "seraph in the
soul" than the Holy Spirit of the Christian
revelation. Personal illumination is now
sought not from the unconscious mind but
from the mind of the Church.
This is not a critical account of the poetry
but of the man—and hence of his stance in
Australian life. And I would not want to give
the impression that the "essential McAuley"
is a sort of Calvinist-Catholic, who has transferred the grounds of his arrogance from one
ideology to another. That is one element in
him; but to stress it is to ignore the remarkable charm, the theological profundity, and
the flexible and liberal mind which are not
adequately manifested in his writings.
Because of his political position [he is a
leading member of the D.L.P. in New South
Wales, and a supporter of the movement associated with the name of Mr. B. A. Santamaria], McAuley is apt to be thought of as a
"right-wing Catholic". This is far from the
truth. His colour in the political spectrum—
if such a spectrum exists in Australia—^is very
different from the colour he displays in the
inter-Catholic controversies which over the
past few years have so engaged and exhausted him. In them, he stands unmistakably for
lay initiative as against clericalism, and for a
liberal as against an integralist view of the
place of Catholics in a pluralist society. And
his satirical pen bites as sharply into the
reputation of a bishop as into that of anyone
else. In fact, he sometimes gives the impression of fighting a bitter personal feud with
his own local bishop. Cardinal Gilroy. The
impression is probably misleading; but in a
tendentious article some two years ago in the
Sydney Morning Herald he accused the Cardinal of what he considered an extraordinary
piece of pohtical opportunism.
Personally, I don't share McAuley's com14

mitment to the Movement; but there is no
point in canvassing our respective views here.
I mention it to show that he is the reverse of
the conformist "Vestryman Catholic" which
he is so often perceived as being. Nor is he
really a politician; he once described himself
as an "ideologue", and one can only suppose
that his political involvements come from the
view that in our time, as Thomas Mann puts
it, "the destiny of man presents its meaning
in pohtical terms". But it is the destiny of
man he is concerned with, not the politics.
It may be that "in our time" we are all
compelled into ideological roles which we
would not willingly assume. I hope not; and
I think that poets should be the last people
to surrender their unwillingness to assume
such a role. I much prefer the position advanced by another Catholic poet, Allen Tate,
in his essay "The Man of Letters in the Modern World". But McAuley has plainly acted
on his own perception that too many Australian intellectuals are inexcusably naive in
the ideological stances they choose to adopt,
or adopt out of the inertness of habit. And
the choices he has made are certainly honest
and clearsighted ones. It is possible that he
is right in his diagnosis but wrong in his
prescription.
The man himself is an intriguing blend of
the activist and the contemplative, with an
unexpected touch of the aesthete manque.
The deeply-lined face and the eyes set surprisingly deep in their cradles of bone declare
a contemplative who has wrestled long with
some inner daimon and who has not hesitated
to carry his personal struggle over into an
involvement in public affairs. But the quick,
relaxed, slightly listing walk and the reposeful gestures declare a certainty in decision, a
readiness for action, which are no less impressive. And the light precise voice, so eager
to bring a cadence out of relentless logic,
declares the poet concerned, despite himself,
to exemplffy an inner music. "Gentleman
Jim", perhaps: something of a dandy, someWESTERLY

thing of a flaneur, something of a charmer,
yet with a steely quality beneath.
There are other facets, too—facets sometimes not fully visible even to those who
know him well. , A reviewer in the Literary
Supplement of the Melbourne Age, while giving an account of McAuley's book of essays,
spent half his time on the subject of "the
other McAuley", the McAuley who may be
defined not in terms of his somewhat disturbing diagnoses of the world's sickness but in
the more mollifying terms of jazz; and he asserted that McAuley was the best amateur
jazz pianist he had ever heard. It may well
be so; although McAuley himself assures me
that he is not the best amateur jazz pianist
anyone has ever heard, and that the reviewer
was "euphonically tight at the time". Certainly he is an excellent raconteur, a fine
drinking companion, and a very sophisticated
walker in the streets of Babylon. And anyone
who has swopped jokes with him will wonder
how he came to accept the image of him as
a grim censor of life and poetry, a critic for
whom other men's flowers are always flowers
of evil.
Perhaps I shouldn't be describing him in
such terms, the terms of a "profile" in a
feshionable weekly, for I count him a friend..
But if a stereotype has to be countered, some
visual impression, some implicit judgment,
may be needed to help counter it.
McAuley's place in Australian literature is
much clearer now than it was five years ago;
and it is an impressive place. His first book
of poetry, Under Aldebaran, appeared in 1946
and many of the poems in it were ^written
before he was twenty. It still strikes me as
the most exciting first book of any young
Australian poet since the war, with a sureness
of grasp and a brilliance of surface that make
Judith Wright's The Moving Image look
sHghtly drab by comparison. But it is possible that too much of McAuley's creative
power was drained off by it. His second book,
A Vision of Ceremony, did not appear until
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ten years later, and the poetic habits feiie
on in it seem rather thin after the exciti'^fl
energy of his youthful poetry. Many of tm
poems approximate too closely to; set-piecei^
it may be that they result from an adhererice
to too naive a view of poetry as inspiration
or from too cursory an attention to poetry its
a making, The power of the best poems in it
is the power of a thin clear note sounded witi^
fine tact; but it lacks richness, deinsity. And
his book of essays. The End of Moderriity, is
a remarkable blend of the polemical arid the;
apocalyptic, of meditated conclusions' and
obiter dicta, of contemplative insights and the
swishing of a blackthorn. In it, he plays with
great vigour his match against the age's mind;'
and it is a matter of personal taste whether
the penetration of his vision of the game will
seem sufficient to compensate for the apparent wantonness of some of his moves. It is as"
irritating as it is exciting; and while Australian intellectuals should all read it, it would
be a pity if they believed all of it.
There is no danger of that, however; ,and
McAuley is left in a solitariness which^ although he can hardly be expected to welcome
it, he faces without panic. The finest product
of this ambiguous state—isolation in the nii<|st
of involvements, the condition of theldhely
engage—will probably be his long poem,
Captain Quiros. But that is not yet available.
Until it is, we may go back to our stereotypes of him. Like most other people, I once
held a stereotype of him as" the "classicist", a
stereotype which I conformed to in an essay
now available in Essays in Poetty: Mainly
Australian. But it becomes more obvious
every year that the title of "classicist" (whatever it means) is not only inadequate but inaccurate. It would be a piece of critical
naivete to cramp the real McAuley vdthin
the person of the polemical hoaxer who created ErnMalley.
VINCENT BUCKLEY is a lecturer in'EngUsli I t " the University of Melbourne.
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i, . . y e t s o o f t e n t a k e n f o r g r a n t e d !
So m a n y simple things—safety pins,
scissors, Icnives a n d forlcs—are p a r t
of e v e r y d a y l i v i n g , a l l t h a n k s t o
steel, the m e t a l that nnakes o u r lives
•asler. Everyday w e use
articles
m a d e off s t e e l — u s e f u l , p l e a s a n t ,
timesaving and even indispensat>le
— a n d w h e r e it i s n o t i n t h e a r t i c l e .
It h a s h e l p e d m a k e it — S t e e l i s t h e
silent s e r v a n t w h i c h h a s i n t r o d u c e d
Into our l i v e s a r e v o l u t i o n
iwhich
few have noticed.
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Sailing Five p.m.
Merv Lilley

T

HE tube brush was getting hotter all the
time, so I increased my speed, pulling
the brush out of the tubes, trying to avoid
holding any part of it still, thrusting it into
the next one. My two mates were doing the
same on the boxes either side of me.
It was hot because it was the steaming
boiler. I resolved to have a couple of beers
when the job was done, and we were cleaned
up and took a stroll up town.
Being real hot inside makes me want to
drink beer. Drinking beer makes me sick.
That is, after I have drunk enough of it to
cool me off. That's the trouble with having
a large, personal boiler to cool down. It takes
a fair bit of icy liquid to do the job.
Paddy and I walked up to the township
of Port Kembla from No. 3 wharf.
"Will we get a taxi, or walk and drink
beer with the money ?" Paddy said.
"I walk because the exercise is necessary,"
I said. "Get too fat locked up in ships."
"Yes . . . yes . . . get too fat locked up in
ships." Paddy glanced down at his lank form,
then across at my fifteen and a half. He
looked ahead again. "Yes, too fat," he said,
using plenty of brogue.
I couldn't explain why one man could eat
all the wrong things and couldn't put on
weight, while another could eat all the right
things and couldn't keep the weight down;
but we walked and contemplated the question, silently.
We made very few detours to the pub, and
Paddy said, "We go to the saloon bar."
"No, the beer's better in the bottom bar,
I hear," I told him.
"Oh! yes, the beer is better in the bottom
bar," agreed Paddy.
We walked into the bottom bar. "Up
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here," suggested Paddy, indicating the top of
the bar. "The nicest barmaid is up here."
"No, all the bums are up there. Make a
nuisance of themselves."
"Don't you want the nicest barmaid to
serve us ?" Paddy prompted.
"This one is the nicest." I indicated the
barmaid at the bottom of the bar.
"No, no," Paddy pulled a face. "I wouldn't
throw water on her if she was on fire. Two
beers . . . two old," he ordered.
"She's younger than the other one. I'll
have new." I corrected the order. "And I'll
have a whisky, too," I added.
"Yes, a whisky for me. Scotch whisky."
I thought Paddy looked triumphantly at
me, but I rose to the occasion. "Scotch for
me, too," I said.
I had a look around after throwing down
the Scotch, sipping well at the glass and taking a draught of beer on top of it. I wanted
to sit down, but there were no such luxuries
as drinkers' stools. Then I sighted two tablechairs on the side, very low, wooden ones, so
I pulled one up and sat down.
"There's a table as well up the other end
of the bar," Paddy solicited.
"Don't want it," I replied briefly and pulled
the "Tribune" out of my pocket. That old
stager down at the wharf had jumped off a
truck when we were walking past to see if
we had a "Tribune." I was studying Stuart's
face on the front cover.
"Drink up. Hurry up," Paddy urged me.
"Why ?" I felt suddenly irritable, almost
on the point of an outburst. Why the hell
should I hurry ?
"Because I want to order another beer and
whisky. Hurry up."
Belligerency was creeping into Paddy.
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"Two beers and two Scotch," he told the
barmaid.
"No Scotch for me." I corrected the order.
"No Scotch? You're not goin' to have a
SCOTCH ?" Paddy was regarding me critically now.
The other barmaid was serving. The
crowd had swelled at the bottom of the bar
and the first barmaid had moved round. I
could feel the Scotch and beer. The heat
from the tubes had made me particularly
vulnerable. My head was sticking over the
bar from the position of the short chair.
Paddy was discussing the barmaid's figure
with her. She had a good figure all right. I
decided to glean a little information.
"How do you keep your figure ?" I asked.
"Work," she said, and kept running up and
down.
I knew that was right, but it didn't please
me. She came back again.
"I've had five children, too." She was very
proud of this information, carrying the last
word of the sentence through on a high note,
as the Scots do.
"Well, I've done plenty of work, but that's
all," I came back; then, deciding I wasn't
getting anywhere, held the paper up.
"What do you think of the Stuart case ?"
She retreated up the bar, looking back.
"Haven't been following it. What do you
think ?"
That was right up my alley and I held
forth. "Well, he's not gettin' a fair go, whichever way it is."
She was back down the bar now. "Because
he's an abo. ?" she asked, and Paddy and I
replied, "That's it!" We had all reached
agreement.
The other barmaid was back. We studied
her. "She don't look too bad." Paddy's brogue
was a little more mellow.
"She'll be beautiful soon," I told him.
"Yes, she'll be beautiful soon," Paddy
agreed.
I was feeling some disquiet. I wanted to
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sit there all afternoon and drink cool beer,
without any ill-effects, but knew I couldn t.
"We go back to the ship for a feed?" I
suggested to Paddy.
"No, I don't go back. I stay there if I do.
And sleep." He was definite.
"Well, we go and eat. Will we have a
Chinese meal?" I didn't want to go back to
the ship. It was sailing day, and on sailing
day nobody goes back to the ship until it's
time for the gangway to go up. The foolish
may linger longer.
"Yes, we'll have a Chinese meal." Paddy
was all for the idea. We crossed the street to
the Greek cafe that sold Chinese meals to
New Australians who came out to eat New
Australian dishes, made in Australia, that they
couldn't afford to eat wherever they came
from.
"Long soup and Chicken Chow Mein,"
Paddy ordered.
"Some other soup and something else," I
ordered.
A great ball of tube dust and phlegm came
up from somewhere in the back of my head
and balanced on my Adam's apple like quicksilver. I wasn't going to swallow, so I spat
savagely at the base of the wall and the floor.
As I turned my head back I noticed that
Paddy had turned white. It's not good to see
an Irishman turn white. I realised I'd committed a bad breach of etiquette. So, instead
of looking back up the cafe, I raised my left
hand, rested my elbow on the table, and covered the side of my head with my hand, until
I thought the other occupants would have
gone about their own interests. The Greek
probably thought it was not worth losing a
chance to sell some alleged Chinese tucker
over a blob of spit.
We attacked the tucker, anyway, and told
each other it was far superior to anything
that was being mixed up on the ships. It had
to be. We were paying a lot of money for it.
Other eaters, from round about the same
haunts, began to float in, and we watched
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them idly, or intently, according to their rate
of interest. I noticed a painted white singlet
sit down, painted in red, it said SKID ROW,
in large ship's paint, and evidently done with
a ship's brush, probably by his mate as he
came ashore. Looking more closely at what
was now a familiar back I made out the
further word in blurred paint, DREADNOUGHT.
So Johnny was a dreadnought from skid
row now ?
The last time I saw him, or had sailed
with him, I carried him back on board with
a broken leg, after a number of young bloods
had fought for honour across the railway
lines at Lucinda Point one late night, for no
particular reason than that they thought that
each other might have doubted their courage.
Johnny didn't know his leg was broken,
except that he couldn't stand up, but when he
stood up scrambled over to the side of the
ship, leaning out over the water, and working himself back to the gangway.
It was this that made me pick him up
and he cried bitterly that he should have to
be carried.
Now he was a dreadnought. Now he was
with the thin girl who was no longer a girl.
He was no longer a boy. He had lived the
life of a man before he was a boy, and she a
woman before she was a girl. Man or boy,
girl or woman, he and she had probed as far
as they could into life, freely without restraint, and now all things were reduced to
grog, food, sex, taken in large draughts, in
one order or another, making the most of
fleeting time, using the longest probe to extract the most honey from the deepest flower.
On the way out I sauntered over to Johnny
and we said "How, long time no see," quite
casually, friendly, and the usual, "What ship
you on ?" "Lyin' right behind you." The girl
gave an elaborate titter to indicate that we
had all turned out to be old acquaintances.
But I ignored her, as is the custom unless
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your mate indicates otherwise, and we said,
"See you in the saloon bar."
Paddy and I crossed the road to another
pub, where the beer would be colder. A
barmaid with immense breasts served old
beer. Paddy was struggling to the fore, taking the initiative in ordering, by this. We
contemplated the barmaid.
"I know her. I had her on a barge once."
Paddy was pulling his lips back with relish.
"1 had two bottles of gin. I had water in
one and I was drinking the water and she
was drinking the gin. Yes, she likes gin."
I doubted the story. I couldn't see Paddy
drinking water.
"I'm going for a haircut," I told him. "See
you in the saloon bar."
I had the haircut, and wandered up the
street, intent on not meeting Paddy, and not
drinking any more. I knew that sickness was
going to be my lot when things went a bit
stale.
But I met John. We had been firing together for three months on the Branxton, and
had a lot to talk about.
"A drink ?" I suggested.
John seemed to consider. "Well, yes, I
was goin' for a haircut, but we could have a
couple."
There's lots of things to talk about when
you've worked successfully in the stokehold
for three months with a chap, and been cabin
mates. He played the Spanish guitar, while I
kept pace with the typewriter, before giving
over to sleep.
The beers diminished one by one, the
crowd of firemen grew, some I knew and
some I didn't know, the hands of the clock
turned in what seemed to be rapid jerks.
Look up one minute, it's ten past, look up
straight away again, it's ten to, and talk hums
like that.
John is saying, "I was on the Willie Mac
for three weeks after Miller laid the Branxton
up. What happened? Some thing. We went
for the same things. Improvement in the food
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and safety measures. Miller laid her up same
as the Branxton. I was down in the union
rooms to see about pickin' the same crowd
up, same as we asked on the Branxton. Elliott
said, "She's finished. Not going to pick up
again," he said. "Finished for good this time."
I says, "Who do you think you're talkin'
to, a flippin' kid ? Finished my arse. They're
layin' her up to get rid of the crew, as usual."
"No. Finished for good," he said.
"What happened ?" I wanted to know.
"What happened ! Miller picked 'er up
straightaway again."
John's Liverpool accent matched the scorn
on his thin, swarthy face, as he relived the
situation. This was a boke whose hair was
receding, without causing loss of personality.
This was a bloke with a sense of right and
wrong, in a militant way, without thought of
compromise.
The talk kept weaving in and out, like a
musical accompaniment, amidst the highpitched buzz of the bar. Fragments of this
and that . . .
"New award . . . one hundred and twentythree days holiday a year. Do me."
"Companies will throw it back into court."
Get out of the game. Get a job ashore.
Weak as piss."
"Another thing. The bulls shouldn't be allowed to take holidays out of ships. Get them
right out and pass the good jobs around."
My mind clears. "That question'U be resolved by the new award. There'll be plenty
of jobs in all sorts of ships. No use worryin'
about old questions now. Wait and see what
happens under the new award. Entirely different set-up to anythin' before. There'll be
waves of relief men, or blokes payin' right off
and jumpin' into other ships."
Bill Cassidy is speaking. "Holidays or
bulls stayin' in ships wouldn't matter if it
wasn't for the Crimes Act or clauses in the
Navigation Act. It's because of these things
that men become crawlers and buckle under
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to engineers and mates. It's the same thing
makes them arrogant as hell. It makes up to
them what they lose in lower rates.'
"Yeah, that bit of power in the hands of
fitters and turners turns them inter screws."
We laughed a bit at that. We made some
remark about push-bike mechanics.
John is saying: "Saw that Flipps in the
union rooms. Never seen him in my life before, but knew it was him. Had that homburgher hat pushed back. Yeah, the hat you
said the dancin' girl in the 'Seven Seas' pulled
over 'is eyes, and he rushed 'er. Yeah, it
was an even go. You said she would a' done
him if she'd carried on about another four
seconds. Yeah, well, I walks in to see about
pickin' the Willie Mac up, and Flipps is
standin' there, lookin' at Barney. He was
tryin' to say something but he couldn't, and
he's gettin' wilder all the time. He starts
yellin' at Barney. 'Don't stand there like
Hitler. Why'n ya' bail me out, hey, what about
me bail ?' Then he starts spittin' at Barney."
John gave a demonstration towards the
wall. SPIT, SPIT. "Ya take bribes," he yells.
SPIT, SPIT.
"Yeah, he got run in over that demonstration about the Italian seamen. Flipps run a
raffle among the wharfies and seamen and
said there wasn't enough profit to give the
Italians anything." That was me getting in a
main blow against my main opponent.
John carries on the story: "I nearly pissed
meself laughin'. He's a ravin' ratbag, Barney.
Just grinned."
More talk. . . . "Barney? Got a good head.
Say what you like. Everyone is shoutin' their
heads off. He just grins. Old Barney's all
right. Brains of that olfice I'd say. Steers a
sound course. Blokes want to stick 'er up. He
says, 'Right-o, see you tomorrer', gets out of
the way."
"Weak as piss, I reckon."
"Well, he's right for my money. Has to
be someone with a bit of sense round the
place."
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I see an old shipmate. I sing out to him:
"Keith Kurts. Haven't seen you for years."
He shakes his head. "Not my name," he
says. "I got another name now."
So that's how it is ! A man has got to
change his name sometimes to go on making
a living. That's the Crimes Act. A man has
to disown his own name when someone decides a bloke with a name is not entitled to
make a living with that name. That's a lot of
power for one man, or a set of men to have.
That's too much power. That's what chills
me to the bone, even when I'm full of beer.
"Oh! Goo'-day, genelmen," I hear behind
me. Paddy is standing there, bowing elaborately. "I hopesh I'm not disturbing youse
genelmen."
Paddy's chin is thrust out aggressively.
He is wild that I didn't keep my appointment
with him in the saloon bar. A bit of foam is
standing out on his mouth. I introduce him
to John, and Paddy continues his mocking
elaboration. John is looking Paddy up and
down, and saying, out of the side of his
mouth: "It's a rat; it's a complete rat." I offer
Paddy a drink as a token of goodwill, and he
says, "We get two dozen and go back on
board and drink them." I refuse. I tell him
I don't take grog back on board ships.
"Well, I take two dozen back and drink
the lot in front of you. You won't get a
drink," he says, "not one."
I look at that chin sticking out in front of
me. A perfect target! But I don't hit, and
I know why. Once I'd have hit and that chin
would disappear. The owner would skid
along the wall, half rise and shoot out the
swing doors. But no more. I don't do that
either. It's against the rules. THE RULES !
I think of the clock. I focus my head in that
direction and take a good look.
The hands are whirling round towards
5 p.m. I put down my glass and step back.
I am a soldier again. Somewhere the SarMajor has called "Per-ade." I face the swinging doors. 'Fall-in." I'm walking through the
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doors, up the street, looking for the downhill
walk back to the ship, i am walking easily,
very fast, in a dead straight line. Nobody
else can walk this fast. I am so relaxed that
the figure in front of me, 'way out in front,
is losing one yard in two, and very shortly I
pass him, my legs working like automation.
No effort to me. Thoughts whirling like my
legs, only conscious that I am so relaxed that
anything is possible. I think . . . I could run
even time now, that would be twice as fast as
when I'm sober. Walking up town today, I
walked fast. But it was a calculated effort all
the way. Now that's changed, for the moment. What a wonderful thing relaxation is !
But I'm going back. TO CAPTIVE TIME.
I have to enter captivity in return for a living. That's what the holidays are for . . .
CAPTIVE TIME. I am drunk because I have
to face captivity. Drink relaxes me sufficiently to face captivity.
Here is the ship, rushing up to meet me.
I glide past small groups of workers. The
gangway sways. I mount it with perfect
synchronisation. I glide past officers. I need
to reach the end of the ship, the blunt end.
I am there. I have escaped to captivity. I
am sick, but I have to go below; I must fill
the fires, swing shovel for shovel with Paddy
there on the Starboard boiler, keep the end
up and the head down.
Somewhere up there is a bloke watching
a pressure gauge or steam chart, and that's
the same as watching you . . . on watch, and
being watched, and watching. Don't get out
of step. Everyone will know. You're not relaxed any more . . . you'd be looking for
trouble if you were.
"The Ellaroo" is clearing the harbour; now
pitch, now slice, now rake, for that full head
of steam. Comes the time when you burn
down, but that's only to start a new fire, quick
and lively, get her on the blood and keep her
there.
MEHV LILLEY is a seaman whose poems and stories liave
appeared in a number of Australian literary periodicals.
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Rigby's. £1000 Centenary Literary Competition
H E judging has just been announced for the Novel Section of this competition. The first
^ prize of £500, plus £500 advance of royalty if published, was -won by A. E. and J. T.
Martin, of RoseviUe, Sydney, N.S.W., with a novel, T H E HIVE O F GLASS. This is a fine
story of life in an Australian country town.

T

Two hundred and seventy entries were received from all parts of Australia and New
Zealand.
The second award of £100 was made to FARAWAY H I L L by H . A. Lindsay, of
Highgate, South Australia. This is a splendid novel of hfe in the outback. Mr. Lindsay also
secured second place in Rigby's Juvenile Competition with T H E CRUISE O F T H E
KESTREL, and this success is probably unique in competitions of this nature.
Immediate plans are being made to publish these two books, which should be on the
market by the end of this year.
No third prize was awarded, as the judges considered that no other entry reached the
required standard.
Rigby's also announce the release shortly of the first four titles in their new series,
"Australian Pocket Hooks." These are reprints which will retail at approximately 4 / 6 . The
titles are: "The Man Hamilton," by Vance Palmer; "flumping Into Friends," by Alan
Marshall; "Land of Mirage," by George Farwell; "A Sea with Many Islands," by Michael
Page.
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Second Thoughts About Douglas Stewart
David Bradley
A transcript of a talk given to the Fellowship of Australian Writers.

A

USTRALIAN DRAMA has been hke Johnson's
epigram about dogs dancing or women preaching—what is so astonishing about it is not that it
is not done well, but that it is done at all. I
hardly need to remind you that until the last ten
years there has been no national theatre, few professional actors, no great audience demand for
Australian plays, or for plays at all, no ofHcial or
popular opinion about the social need for a theatre.
Historically we cannot suppose the population of
Australia came originally from the theatre-going
classes, except perhaps in a non-paying capacity.
Morris and Macartney list only 35 playwrights
since the first fleet* and this may seem an astonishing number, but compared with the lists of poets
and novelists it is minute. In Mr. J. K. Ewers'
Creative Writing in Australia there is not even a
small paragraph devoted to dramatic writing. Plays
have been written, but there is no doubt diat in
recent years our best talent has been wooed and won
by radio. I personally believe that radio is a disastrous master for playwrights learning their craft, but
whether or not that is so, it is at least fair to say
that the radio dramas that have achieved an artistic
form raising them above mere works of the moment
can be counted on the fingers of one hand, and that
of these Austraha possesses only one—Fire on the
Snow—^which for want of a native theatrical standard
we have been obliged to overpraise absurdly.
However, the small band of 35 pioneers includes a number of writers who are interesting for
my theme—^the most notable being Louis Esson
and Catherine Duncan—and one might mention,
too, the unsung hundreds of competitors who submit unpublished plays for the newspaper prizes;
those, in short, who turn to the theatre, as the
young Pope followed Virgil's estabhshed kinds of
poetry, or like Hillary climbing Everest, because it

*though this list includes only published writers. On the
other hand, it includes many authors who wrote only one
play and others who liave written only one-act plays. Marcus
Clarke is listed for his Christmas pantomimes written in the
seventies, Francis Adams for his Tiberius, which was written
in England, published posthumously and never performed,
and Mr. Turner for Hester Siding and radio plays, although
Hester Siding is also a radio play. It is not a very informative or accurate list. .
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is there. Any practising novelist must already have
acquired some skill in dialogue and some ability to
handle characters in action, but that will not make
a play. The drama requires an artistic discipline
and an understanding of the craft of the theatre
which, for whatever reason, has simply not appeared
in Australia. Whether we think it ought to have appeared, or whether we sentimentalise over the lack
of encouragement offered to this specialised kind of
imagination in our society, the plain fact is that not
one of the tens of milhons who have called themselves Australian has possessed it in any notable
degree. It's probable, too, that the aim of most of
our would-be dramatists—the laudable aim of creating an Australian drama, which has come first in
their thoughts before the aim of merely writing good
plays—has actually inhibited their talent and accounts for a good deal of the resentment and disillusion which writers have come to feel for the
professional theatre. These self-conscious Austrahanists would have been the first to welcome the bad
advice of Mr. Hugh Hunt that their job was and is
to exploit picturesque Australia, and even now when
two totally unpicturesque Australian plays have met
with success at home and overseas, the old guard
resort to the argument that they do not represent
the true Australia. I don't want to overpraise The
Doll and The Shifting Heart merely because they
are unpicturesque, but think it ought to be observed
that the success of these plays led to the perennial
temptation to revive Douglas Stewart's Ned Kelly,
the most conspicuously picturesque of all Australian
drama, and that the revival was a resounding boxoffice flop.
That is my text. I know that audiences are capricious. I know that actors and producers can fail
hopelessly to render the spirit and the meaning of
a play. But I think this failure might have been
predicted on any grounds except those of patriotism
and I want to explain why, if I can.
Of The Doll and The Shifting Heart I want to
say only this: that as plays they are both good,
tightly-made entertainment, better than many West
End successes in that they both have a serious
theme, even if neither dramatist knows quite how
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to carry it out to the end. Lawler is even tempted
at the end of The Doll by the sentimentality of
Mateship and so throws away, or at least spoils,
his serious theme about marriage. But at least these
two plays have tightened our conception of Australian drama and have shown that the Australian
theatre is more closely linked to the kind of drama
that is presented in every other country in the
Western world than with the self-conscious cultivation of Austrahanism. These plays belong, that is
to say, to the discipline of the theatre.
The plays of Douglas Stewart, whatever else we
may claim for them, conspicuously do not belong
to the discipline of the theatre, and perhaps it will
be evident by now what I mean by that. Most
AustraHan writers and critics are led astray by the
notion that true creative writing must come as
naturally as leaves come to a tree. The carefully
wrought poem or the meticulously thought-out novel
is often regarded with suspicion, and perhaps this
devotion to the second-rate is only part of our
national vice. But it will not do in the theatre.
There is no natural way of writing a play; indeed,
I suspect that a good play is far harder to write
than a good novel. The art of expression through
strictest economy, the need to keep interest and
excitement continually simmering, the creation of
suspense and of characterisation by indirect means
—all this and much more is part of the craft of
drama, and part, also, of the specific kind of imagination possessed by the dramatist. Few good
playwrights are spare-time playwrights.
Although Stewart has learned his craft principally in the broadcasting studio, he might still be
listed as the foremost Australian dramatist, and his
works are more often attempted on the stage than
tliose of Louis Esson, the nearest contender for the
title. Stewart is the dramatist not only of picturesque Australia, but, above all, of the picturesque.
It was he who criticised The Doll for (of all outlandish reasons!) not including a scene on the
Queensland cane-fields. That comment in itself
places Stewart as a dramatist. He is almost entirely
innocent of the formal niceties of his craft. He is
luxriant, verbose, piling image lavishly on image,
scene lavishly on scene. Ned Kelly is the despair of
the stage-manager in these days of necessary economy: it calls for a bank, a hut in the ranges, the
kitchen of another hut, a railway embankment near
Glenrowan, and another pub. Finally, a scene outside the same pub. Admittedly, with a httle ingenuity these scenes can be cut to three basic settings with variations. Shipwreck, written four years
later, is confined to one set and is more produce-
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able. Its lavishness is rather to be found in the
language, in tlie profusion and glitter of the jewels
that the castaways so greedily lust and murder for,
in the rich clothes and all the swashbuckle of the
seventeenth century.
Luxuriance is, however, perhaps Stewart's most
exciting quality. One is grateful for a writer who
scorns to do things by halves; one feels there is
good red blood in him. A more serious dramatic
drawback is that his plots are diffuse chronicle plots
when even the tyro knows that concentration is the
essence. His plots start where the chronicle starts
and stop where it stops, as one might tell a yarn,
with an astonishing lack of artifice.
One feels, indeed, that Mr. Stewart may even
be proud of his naivete in construction, that he
may be glad to be spinning a yarn and to be done
with all that, 'all that' being the meticulously revised and carefully planned detail which makes a
play of Ibsen's or Chekhov's alive with emotional
intensity—an intensity that shines through even flat
prose dialogue. Perhaps, being primarily a poet, he
felt obliged in the forties to follow the lead of the
Enghsh dramatists of the thirties and write verse
drama. Like others in Austraha he must have seen
the future of the theatre in the expansiveness of the
rich spoken word, and like Christopher Fry he was
often too ready to sacrifice the tightness of his plot
to the exuberance of his poetry. Fry, however, is
an actor and has a highly developed sense of just
how much a theatre audience can stand of undiluted
lyricism, Stewart, as far as I know, is not, and I
think his influence would have sent Australian dramti
on a false track had not Mr. Beynon and Mr. Lawler
appeared to remind us that we live in the century
of Ibsen and not of Shakespeare.
What is so hard to take about Stewart's plays
in the theatre is his very insistence on the picturesque—in setting, in language and in character.
Especially in character, for picturesque emotions just
won't do in the twentieth-centry theatre. "We must
have joy," as Synge said, but he also said, "We must
have reality," and though it is a hard saying, I think
it is true to say that Stewart's plays lack any sense
of reality, any sense of what men and women actually do in the intervals between their moments of
heroic passion or desperate resolve. Were it not for
a defiant toughness in the lyrical dialogue Stewart's
plays would appear rather remoter from life than
Schiller's Wallenstein or Hugo's historical epics.
His natural bent for the descriptively picturesque
has been no doubt enforced by the techniques of
radio where this sort of thing is not only possible
but necessary;
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T A W H A I . Aha, the song of the husband! Sleep on then,
fat one.
The day is bright but I do not think you will like it.
[RUARANGI snores.]
W h e n you wake, R u a r a n g l , you will have some reason
to roar.
Eh, the same old h u s b a n d a n d the same little w h a r e .
The posts of tree-fern, the thatch of raupo from t h e
swamp.
The flax mats on t h e floor a n d t h e b e d of fern.
How long since I left you? Only a night? And yet
How dear you are since that one wild night in the
bush.
That night with W h a n a . E h , m y dear little whare,
I might have lost v o u for ever!
[RUARANGi snores.]
And you, little whale,
I might have lost you for ever. H e y , Ruarangil

The Golden Lover.
Said by a very beautiful feminine voice, these
lines might be made to convey some whimsical sense
of character, but they are not in any sense dramatic.
Moreover, they could be conveyed on the stage by
an entrance and a gesture with absolutely nothing
of their impact lost; indeed, apart from two lines
in which it appears that Tawhai, the speaker, wants
to keep both her demon lover and her fat husband,
this is all stage direction. The Golden Lover is a
radio play and in his writing for radio Stewart's
lyrical talent sometimes produces auditory and atmospheric effects which reinforce his rather thin plots
by a pattern of moods. When he is evoking a lyrical
mood closely finked to heroic character he often
writes his finest poetry, as in this speech from Ftre
on the Snow:
SCOTT.

One night I walked to the cliffs alone, a n d the
moon
Was pure a n d burning on those frozen spires a n d crags,
So that they leapt like flames. T h e Ice was blazing.
And the hut, when I c a m e back, was a red island,
A ship at sea, a fire of h m n a n beings.
W a r m a n d secure. But t h a t was years ago.
I remember the m a r c h to the Pole beginning; sledges.
Dogs, ponies, the h a p p y cavalcade.
The long swinging easy marches, the feeling
Of songs and banners.
I remember the black flag that told us about A m u n d sen,
That fatal day.
WILSON. W e shouldn't have cared.
SCOTT.
But w e did.
And the Pole was ghosts a n d ruin.';, a n d the snow on
our mouths
Was ashes, ashes. A n d Evans c r u m b l e d away.
And the Soldier after him.

Yet I could wish that Fire on the Snow had been cut
by about half. It is a fine work and there is no
need to add to its eulogies, but I would like to remind you how repetitive it is, how the changes are
rimg on the images of whiteness, snow, emptiness,
nothing; until one would think nothing more could
be said. In a radio play designed for the solitary
auditor, lyrical emphasis has a great effect, but it is
the same with all of Stewart's writing for the theatre.
He seems never to be sure that he has said anything,
never leaves well enough alone, his luxuriance always
runs away with him. Indeed, Ned Kelly and Shipwreck might best be regarded as great quarries for
plays rather than as plays in themselves.
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Since a play can always be cut in production,
there would be nothing wrong with that if the
dramatic sequences were clearly enough marked, but
they are not. The end of Shipwreck, which lyrically
conveys the horror of the impending execution, is
effective as description:
P E L S A R T . These are strange crimes, Cornelius, that you
have committed;
Unreasonable, m a d . I do not quite u n d e r s t a n d them.
As if you thought somehow to escape the reckoning.
As if this speck of rock in t h e m i d d l e of t h e sea
W e r e all the world ,some cage of God's in space
W h e r e beast met beast in frenzy a n d nobody cared
W h o roared in triumph or what in defeat lay mangled.
C O R N E L I U S . Me to be mangled now. Not even to be
man.
Not m e . But what? W h a t to be now? T h a t thing
On the gallows. Black. Swinging. Without its h a n d .
Flying, like a black seagull; nowhere. Always.
Day after day. I n the sun at the edge of the water.
But a cave, a darkness; not feeling t h e w a r m t h of t h e
sun.
Not watching the \va\es. T h e seagulls will have my
eyes.
And David beside m e , Seevanck; hanging together
Like shadows on the tall gallows, n o t saying a word-.
As if he was no one; and I beside him nobody.
Commodore, don't. D o n ' t do it!

But its defect as drama is very simple to explain—
we know it all before or at least can easily imagine
it for ourselves. No amount of decoration at this point
is more impressive than the bare facts. Moreover, the
characters are not acting out this situation but rather
describing the pictures in their minds. They are, in
fact, speaking a commentary on what the audience
ought to be feeling, or, in otlier words, they take us
out of and away from the immediate situation.
Stewart's characters are always engaged in a game
of perpetual reminiscence.
The same thing could be instanced from scores
of examples in Ned Kelly, notably the intolerable
first scene of Act II. This scene represents nothing
more dramatic than the boredom, suspense and irritation of the Kelly gang while Ned is wandering about
outside thinking up what to do next. The few ideas
that it contains are repeated again and again in different lyrical forms and no conflicts are allowed to
interrupt the monotonous soliloquies. Yet this scene
is potentially full of drama: somewhere offstage
Aaron Sherritt is betraying Ned, the police are closing in and the news has to be brought. Jo Byrne,
who has been off to visit a barmaid in the town,
comes galloping back with the Roo, Ned's mistress.
Dramatically speaking, all we are interested in is the
news, then action, but instead we get an elaborate
commentary on the arrival of the Roo, then a long
description of exactly how and where Sherritt passed
over his information (which occupies two pages of
print), then another two pages of commentary which
produces the suggestion of derailing the police train
at Glenrowan, and then a further two pages of musing about the future, including a long passage on
what the derailment wiU look like. This is perhaps
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the most glaring example of the lack of dramatic
tension in Ned Kelly, yet it could be paralleled with
a score almost as bad.
To any reader who takes the trouble to turn to
this scene and study it, the answer is obvious. This
is radio technique—yet one has more misgivings. Is
it not also bad radio technique to obscure the action
under a mass of luxuriant images which are often so
compelling that we forget the plot altogether?
To contrast a scene such as this with the excellent
opening scene of The Summer of the
Seventeenth
Doll is invidious. In The Doll the rapid setting of
plot by the details of the scene is very telling and
needs few words to convey its meaning. Tlie kewpie
dolls teU their own story about Olive, the suitcases
neither upstairs nor downstairs set Pearl for us at
once, and in the very first flat lines the whole conflict of the play is suggested. Theatrically speaking,
such a scene makes Stewart's drama seem loose and
tired by contrast, even though his themes are savagely violent and the passions of his characters strong.
And it also helps to show another weakness of the
picturesque school of dramatists.
In a good, play the sense of character must be
precise, embodied in this actor who is here and now
representing that character with its passions and projects and a sense of consistent past life-history clinging to it. A dramatic character (as Pirandello shows
us) is in a sense more real, because more self-consistent, than any person who lives in the actual world.
His appearance, the things he is given to do, his
musings, the rhythm itself of the words he is given
to say, must reveal his truth as if in a lightning flash
or a moment of exhilarated, clear perception. An
audience hkes to feel intelligent, clear-sighted, supernaturally gifted, more ahve, more aware in the theatre
than they are out of it. And how is a dramatist to
give them that illusion unless he is really like that
in himself? That is why I say that there is a specifically dramatic imagination which likes to think of
meanings revealed rapidly in fierce moments of conflict between human beings—to see the unspoken
core of character suddenly appearing underneath
what is said and blazing more clearly than words
could have put it. The dramatic imagination is in a
sense opposed to the picturesque, or, to put it more
accurately, it subdues the picturesque to its own
purposes.
If we ask what is said by Stewart and who are
the characters who say it, we at once begin to feel
his muzziness, his softness under pressure.
All his words get us no nearer to human character
tlian the silences and incoherence of the characters
in The Doll or The Shifting Heart.
If a dramatist is to present clearly-cut characters
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who are thought out all round, moving in a clearly
understood story which, etched strongly in crises,
allows him only the words they say and the gestures
they make, he must have sharp and incisive thoughts;
he must know ever so much more about his characters than he ever tells us.
Now all of Stewart's plays turn on a conflict
(which is also an implied philosophy) which we
often carelessly tliink of as typically Australian—the
conflict of the hero (explorer, pioneer, bushranger,
natural leader, whoever he may be) and the little
men who live careful middle-class lives in herds together. The highest good for Stewart is expressed by
Jo Byrne:
You know, Ciunow, I think of men like you.
Meek little men who'd never lift a horse,
Never lift a hand to a gun, never one moment
Stand up in the sun and flower like a man into action.
And I could shoot you, just for what you are
And all you are not. . . .

nobly stated in Fire on the Snotc;
SCOTT. I've been thinking the whole trip over. I'm sure
for myself.
And perhaps for the others, too, that it's been worth
while.
I'd hoped to live. I wanted to teach my son
That life when it's lived like this, hard and heroic.
Is something so joyful no one could understand it
Unless he was willing to dare it. No bird and no beast
That lives an unthinking life can know such delight.
It's reserved for the saint, the martyr; perhaps for the
soldier
On the peak of death: and women tortured by cancer.
I am glad we have lived so bitterly and die so hard;
And if only they find what I've written, perhaps our
story
Will say what I wanted to say; that a man must learn
To endure agony, to endure and endiire again
Until agony itself is beaten out into joy. . . .

and in Ned

Kelly:

NED. The scrub Is the Kelly country. And so are the
towns
Where a man who might be wanted can ride in broad
daylight
And drink and pay for his grog, or come by night
And meet who he wants to meet, afraid of no one,
With a hundred friends to warn when the traps are
coming.
How'd you like to be bankers there, in the Kelly
country?
Well, this is the Kelly country. You'll see us again.
We own Victoria and we've come for New South
Wales. . . .

and in The Golden

Lover:

RUARANGI. We are a little people and the bush surrounds us.
A handful of warriors, a handful of women and children
And detestable dogs, a few little huts of raupo
And the meeting-house and the fires where the women
cook.
And all around us the great dark lonely bash
Where our enemies live, and half-mad wandering outcasts.
And the hooting birds that hunt for their prey in the
night. . . .

In all these plays it is the one dear, understandable conflict, but more and more Stewart seems to
become interested in the Kelly aspect of the theme
the theme of passionate hving on a plane where
morals have no claim, of violence for its own sake.
Violence is seen as the fertilizer of our mundane life
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a life which is cherished because it is safe but which
is only given meaning by the vicious passions which
it curbs: the lust for blood, for power, for women,
for wealth.
Now this is a great theme if handled by a strong
thinker. But in Shipwreck the judge for Stewart
becomes guiltier than the criminal he condemns:
Pelsart is on trial at the end .more than Cornelius,
because, of all strange reasons, he is the timider man.
Where Pelsart had the chance of showing himself a
true leader he left—to make a voyage 2,000 miles
in the open boat to Batavia (no negligible feat!).
and therefore he is mean-spirited to Stewart, whereas
Cornelius, who is able to seize power, seizes it, and
even though he is run ragged by his lieutenants, even
though his character is that of a spineless, blubbering
jellyfish who delights in evil yet wants to keep his
hands white and clean, we are asked in the end to
see in him the vital spark which vicariously keeps
men-in-dieir-fittleness going: he has danced his glorious hour in the sun, and to him it was good.
The moral repusiveness of Shipwreck is only very
thinly disguised by the chronicle picturesque. This
did happen—incredible though it is—or something

like it. And Stewart wants us to balance this vile
horror as a genuine conflict of Law against Life.
Stewart's mystical view of tire natural right of
the bom leader remains incomprehensible in the end
because we never know enough about his characters,
for all their verbosity. What gives Cornelius the right
to the devotion of men-in-their-littleness? What gives
Ned Kelly the right? What gives Scott the right?
(Scott's real devotion, as Flexmore Hudson pointed
out in a review of Fire on the Snow, was shown by
his carrying thirty pounds weight of geological speciments to the end, and this is never mentioned by
Stewart.)
Stewart's answer is that somehow. Australia gives
him the right: belonging to a violent country which
breeds violent men. This is again a picturesque
answer, but it seems to me to lack moral and intellectual insight and this is as fatal to drama as
negligence of its technical methods.

D A V I D BRADLEY is a lecturer in English at the University
of Western Australia.
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The Mad Fisher Boy
Griffith

Watkins

That seawrecked dawn when he was sprung
Onto the unsuspecting township.
Sun and moon almost collided;
The starfish fell from their seagreen heavens
And devoured each other.
Wild octipi ran races through the wash
And seabirds hugged the cliflFs:
It was a dawn that none forgot,
The nets packed with drowned sailors.
Mad was he born
With one eye and his fingers webbed;
His back had a hump:
And after wailing all night.
His father went out
And drank himself bravely to death.
Wild was the boy, as dancing cherries,
Free as a seaurchin; He talked to seagulls.
Enchanted fish.
And saw life whole.
Having two hearts.
He tried so often to give one or both away:
In his nineteenth mad summer
He met another, as mad as he,
Gethsemane was her name:
And they would lay their clothes
On the sunslept rocks
And swim in the warm salt pools.
When she died,
The mad boy walked away
And filled his ears with clay
That he might no more hear her voice
From the seadrift:
And he lay In the deep bush
And waited for the sky to fall on him.
G R I F F I T H WATKINS is a poet, teacher, and a graduate of
the University of Western Australia.
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Finish
Colin Johnson

S

O the sentence was up, the last stinking
minute; or nearly the last minute.
Hurry, we're leaving, we're going out into
the world! Out into the blasted world
where I and three hundred others have
dreamed of being; of whoring around, of
getting drunk, of having a good time,
dreams of the whole world. So I was leaving a static hole where I had been caught
in a rut for thirteen whole months, with
the same people, and the same mob with
the same jokes and, worst of all, my moments caught in the dreariness of prison.
Oh, but it was still experience and now I
was ready with a sneer to face the gigantic
Outside: the eternal rat-race with the prize
of success—all you had to do was lose your
soul, I mean sell it for money.
«
*
#
It's eleven o'clock and I've just finished a
shower. What a shower room ! A half-dozen
showers in stalls—sometimes we have hot
water, sometimes we didn't, sometimes we
didn't even have water; on a few occasions a
few rusty drops on your head was called
having a shower and we had to grin and
bear it. Then there was the eternal watching
screw. He saw our naked bodies and we
couldn't tell if he "perved" on us or was just
dreary of watching the same scenery. But
today, since we were going out, they didn't
deem it necessary for a screw to be present
to watch us washing ourselves, for they knew
that in our lightened misery we wouldn't
dream of doing anything wrong. Now I dry
myself, the prison smell has been washed
away with perfumed soap and I smell good.
I go inside the room where my clothes are
and look at my new prison suit. How wonderful ! Prison suits of a blue serge, stiff and
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dry, a picker-up of fluff. You could only
wear it once and then you had to send it to
the dry cleaners—or burn it—or perhaps you
could even hock it; although it wasn't worth
much. Anyway, it was the only suit I had,
so I just had to wear it. Could you work for
1/6 a week and afford a new suit as soon as
you got out ?
I dress in my wonderful suit and I look
at myself in the mirror; the colour suits me,
so I comb my hair, adjust my tie and tell
myself I'm someone (that is, someone who
has success in the world: whatever that
means); but I know I'm a young ex con who
is just getting out of boob. An ex con who
is sick of life, of the world and who wants
to go outside full of hope to become more
disillusioned and then come back in tears
full of despair with all my dreams gone even
before I had a chance to dream: and so I
contemplate a life in prison—see myself with
the rest talking about the jobs I did and the
money I had; but I look so vague and lazy,
broken down, so nobody believes me—not
even myself.
It's a long walk to the superintendent's
office in the main building, but I have to go
there to get my earnings and a long moral
talk from the "super". So I march across with
the others to the super's office and we're all
proud in our suits for we can't help feeling
proud—we're going out.
We've reached the office and we stand
outside. A line of morons with a haphazard
sad, sad smile pasted on our faces. We're
going out but happiness is something we
don't feel—even the dumbest has a queer
sense of revolt in him. Some of us have been
in and out of jail since we were eighteen and
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a deep sense of hurt has struck them (those
who have been in many times); you see it
in their walk, it is reflected in their eyes, and
it comes out in their talk. Life has hurt them,
they struggle for happiness; they suffer instead and so they revolt against existence.
There is Jeff in front of me, a no-hoper
if ever there was one. I used to have long
discussions with him, about God and eternity.
Like most criminals he professed a belief in
God — everyone must have something to
clutch to or they face the void and madness.
Anyway, Jeff said he believed in God and at
times when, bored, I attended church, I saw
him receive "Holy Gommunion" with tears
in his eyes. It was pitiful and amusing at the
same time. Today Jeff was being released—
did he thank God ? No ! All he could talk
about was getting drunk and having a girl.
In his mind he contemplated naked females
inviting him, and after he finished, and lay
back weak and exhausted, did he see a vision
of Christ on the cross, bleeding and bloody,
but smiling at him, and saying that it was
all right and nothing was wrong because the
search was long and weary and Jeff had just
begun ?
The superintendent has appeared and he
hands us an envelope which contains cmpay. He is rather old, grey and sad. He has

been beaten down by his job and he appears
like the world bent down with existence.
He begins his age-old moralising lecture
—the joke of the boob.
"Boys, you are going out and I hope you
make a clean break with the past. This jail
has seen too many young men (he wasn't, it
seems, addressing the old men) come here
and go out and then come back in a few
weeks or perhaps days."
He looked at me and I mentally vowed
that I wouldn't come back, at least in a few
days.
He went on in his weary cracked voice:
"Go out and get a job and settle down.
This life is no good for anybody."
And so on and on he went in his dreary
voice and I tried to shut out his voice, but
couldn't, for he made sense, but I knew I
would not listen for I was young and smart.
At last he finished and an audible sigh of
relief ran through his office—it was mockery,
for we had to show our freedom somehow.
We marched across to the gate. The
screw opens it, we pass through. We are
free, which is a big joke for we realise that
we're out in a society which hates us, with
no place to go, with no plans and with sadness tearing at our hearts.

Colin Johnson, aged 21, is West Australian born of part Aboriginal blood. He is a
naturally intellectual youth who, through the devious circumstances of his short life, has
read widely and selectively. His sketch, which was awarded first prize in a competition held
by the Fellowship of Writers (W.A. Branch) and open to anyone of Aboriginal blood, tells
its own story and is, he says, the first chapter or a fragment of the novel he contemplated
•^—and we hope still contemplates—writing. As such, with his unusual powers of selfexpression, his frankness and obiectivity, it would represent probably the first attempt on
the part of an Australian coloured person to set down the inside story of frustration, resentment and bewilderment that is the lot of so many of his people.
For the last eighteen months Colin has lived,in Melbourne, where he is
a filing department, a job that suits him well enough, he says, as it leaves his
entirely free to wander where it will. He is currently writing a play on an
theme and is making acquaintances in literary circles.
MARY DURACK
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How I Write
Dymphna

H

OW did I begin writing, you ask me ? It
is difficult to remember, since even as a
child I was always writing something. Perhaps a play for the family—not very popular,
because in it I wanted to be heroine and hero,
producer and villain all at once. In my student days at Sydney University I wrote, and
had published, some short stories and articles,
none of them of any value, since they all were
derivative. I had not yet succeeded in "breaking through" to what I wanted to do, that is,
write the emerging city type as fully and
authentically as our writers of the 'Nineties
had described the life of our "bush" (our
country life) and our bushmen (our people
who live and work in the country).

The 'Twenties and the 'Thirties were spiritually (as well as financially) difiicult times
for Australian writers. The national feeling
that had created Lawson and Furphy, Miles
Franklin and Katherine Susannah Prichard,
Louis Esson and Vance Palmer, as well as
numerous poets who sang of Australia at the
beginning of the century, had faded. The
First World War had reawakened a spiritual
colonialism, while industrially and politically
Australia was emerging from that state. University professors were either English or,
worse still, Australians educated in England
who despised their own background. It is
understandable, therefore, why it was not
until 1939 that any lectures on Australian
literature were given in the Universities. In
short, we were educated to be second-class
English. Australian writers had great difficulty in finding publication in Australia, while
no English publisher would look at their
books unless they gave the picture of Australia and Australians as a colony and colo32
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nials that the English wanted. As a result of
the Australian difficulties, some of our best
writers went to England and stayed—for example, Christina Stead and Jack Lindsay.
Though brought up in the countryside, it
was the city that first stirred my imagination.
It was the city I wanted to write about. It
was a difficult job. There were no models I
could study; the few books written about the
city belonged to another generation and had
little relation to mine. A "romantic realist"
(if one can use the phrase), my first plays, in
1934—Shallow Cups and Red Sky at Morning
—were attempts to recreate Australia in imaginative terms. The first was poetic fantasy,
with, as an American critic said, "an economic
basis that would have pleased Marx". The
second, a drama of the early Colonial days in
Australia, mirroring, even in its romanticism,
the conflict between the English soldier and
Irish convict that was to play so big a role in
our political growth. It isn't a good play,
though in 1935 it was hailed as "the best
Australian play yet written". But it has had
extraordinary success and is still played and
broadast frequently, perhaps because it
mirrors something inherent in the Australian
character: the fight against authority that is
one of the strongest characteristics of the Australian as a national type.
When my first novel was published, in
1936, it was hailed as the herald of a new era
in Australian writing, since here was an Australian writing with complete unselfconsciousness about the Australian urban scene. Actually, in spite of the eulogies it received, it is
not by any standard a good book. The affected German title Jungfrau (symbolic of
snow: purity) shows that even I, soundly and
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During the years of the world economic
crisis of the 'Thirties, my work, first as a High
School teacher and then as a Vocational Psychologist, was teaching me many things about
human beings and the community in which 1
lived. I was beginning to understand that you
can't write about people in a vacuum; you
must know how they live and work; their
economic and social problems. The "romantic" began to give way to the "realist"; learning from what I heard of Fascism in Italy,
Germany and Spain, and of what I knew of
reactionaries in Australia, that if there were
no depths to which human beings could not
sink, on the other hand there were no heights
of courage and endurance and comradeship
to which they could not rise. Comets Soon
Pass, though written later, deals with this
period.

I was being victimised for my views by "exile"
from the city, I wrote Morning Sacrifice, a
play that analyses the type of educationalists
in some of the State schools—a play that still
continues to be broadcast and played. Then
came Comets Soon Pass.
Opinion somersaulted with the invasion of
the Soviet Union and the attack on Pearl
Harbour in 1941. And for the rest of the war
I was too busy teaching and lecturing to
Workers' Educational Association classes and
in Army camps to give much time to writing.
During this time my object was to relate Australian literature and history to the wider
scene of Pacific relations and I had no time
for writing anything but articles and keeping
notes that eventually were to be the basis of
a play. Shoulder the Sky (1944) and a novel
Come in Spinner (1947), written in collaboration with Florence James on account of illness. In both these I tried to show the courage and endurance of the ordinary people
and the corrupting effect of war on the Home
Front. Come in Spinner deals with the effects
of what we called "The American occupation". It is a documentary novel, for by then
I had developed to the stage where I found
I could fully express my views on life only
by showing the interrelation of the individual
and the community. In Shoulder the Sky
and Come in Spinner every character and
every incident is taken from life, though the
story woven from them is fictitious. This is
true of all my later novels and plays—Say No
to Death, Southern Steel, The Sun in Exile.

In 1938, during Australia's 150th Anniversary, Miles Franklin and I collaborated in
MTiting Pioneers on Parade, a satire on the
colonial-mindedness and snobbery of our
wealthy class. As a book it is full of faults,
but it was extremely popular, since it showed
a side of Australia that the conservative press
and the radio never referred to, and, in consequence, was bitterly attacked by their
critics, but sold out in a month.
In the first days of World War Two, when

For the first I spent months observing in
T.B. sanatoria and collected dozens of life
(and death !) stories. The emotional spark
for Say No to Death was the death of my
closest friend from tuberculosis. Through her
illness I learned of the appalling defects in
the treatment of tuberculosis, and this so
roused my indignation that I set out to do two
things in my book: first, to show the courage
and devotion of people faced with tragedy;
second, expose the medical conditions in Aus-

militant Australian, was influenced by the
Europeanised culture around me. But at least
the scene is authentic; the life, city life as it
is; the characters, as one critic said, "the
people you meet every day". The theme—a
Catholic woman-doctor who refuses to perform an abortion for her friend, positively
startfing in a literature that rarely dealt with
spiritual problems and moral issues. An interesting commentary on the attitude to Australian writing at the time is evidenced by the
fact that an English publisher expressed the
desire to publish it if I could change the setting from Sydney to London, saying that it
had a "universal quality that would allow it
to be set anywhere".
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tralia. The book caused a great outcry, as a
result of which the whole public medical service for treatment of T.B. was completely reorganised.
For Southern Steel I lived for two years
during the worst days of the Pacific War in
the house of a docker on the harbour of our
biggest industrial city, which was shelled by
the Japanese, who sank many ships off the
port. In this book I wanted to show the courage of working-class people in the face of
war, the greed of those who in wartime still
thought of profits, and, above all, of the
futility of war. The problems of race prejudice that forms the theme of The Sun in
Exile, I experienced in the West Indies, and
later in London. Picnic Races, using some of
my pioneer relations as characters, is set in an
Australia country town today and shows the
corruption brought about by post-war prosperity from the high prices for wool, and the
fight of ordinary people against the plutocrats. (Now in publication.)
And how do I write ?
When I am ready to embark on a book or
a play, I find myself surrounded by a pile of
material that I have accumulated while the
book has been in a process of gestation. For
example, for the book I am finishing now, set
in a modern country town in Australia, some
of the material collected goes back to 1940.
I do not begin to write till the book announces its readiness to be written, just as a
child announces long before birth that it is
ahve and kicking. This is the moment to
which poetic minds give poetic terms: "the
divine spark", "tongues of fire", "the lightningflash", "the moment of inspiration" that is the
compensation for all the solitary discipline a
writer's life imposes. But it does not come out
of nothing. It is the culmination perhaps of
years of thinking about a theme, of feeling
with the characters, of being moved to passionate indignation by their sufferings, to admiration by their courage. It is the beginning,
certainly, of months (perhaps years) of work.
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that for much of the time is an act of faith in
the original vision.
When ready to start I know the theme in
a general way. I know my major characters.
I know the beginning and the end of the
book. But there is a moment when the mind,
^vhite-hot, poises, waiting to make the decision about the actual moment of departure.
Where, in all that wealth of material, start ?
Once the basic facts of my story are established, my imagination has full play. It may
amalgamate characters, telescope incidents,
and create and invent, but always within a
real world. My characters may suffer all the
individual sorrows to which life subjects us,
but not in a social vacuum. For me, the work
of the writer is to show how character and
community act upon each other.
Technically, I get my first draft off as
quickly as possible, letting my imagination
run away with me within the limits of the
theme. I find a dictating machine a great
help since typing is forbidden me. For example, the first draft of Pacific Paradise was
dictated in ten days. It took four months to
turn it into a playable play, incorporating in
dramatic terms the mass of material I had
accumulated from scientific friends on the
dangers of nuclear tests so that finally the
problem emerged in human terms. If there is
no dictating machine available, I write by
hand, going straight ahead as my imagination
moves me, not worrying about sequence. At
this stage I have the sense that the characters
"make up their own minds". I enjoy writing
the first draft. Criticism is temporarily in
abeyance, one's mind full of excitement.
Everything sparkles.
When the first typed draft comes back, the
sparkle has gone. I set to work with scissors
and paste to "tailor" the manuscript, ending
up with a plan of incident and characters
which shows me the gaps in the narrative, the
deficiencies in characterisation. Then I go
through the piles of material and attach relevant source-notes to each chapter to give it
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greater depth and breadth. By now, the walls
of my workroom are hung with cuttings,
notes, maps, scraps of dialogue. Each page of
the manuscript is hacked about, pasted on,
written over. One page, treasured by the
National Library in Canberra, consists of
seventeen strips in several colours, pasted together. Worked over, the third draft emerges
from this. Re-typed, I have a manuscript on
which all the defects are horribly visible: the
poor narrative, the spineless dialogue, the
sloppy description, the bloodless characterisation, the unsatisfactory integration of character and background. This manuscript I hand
to two or three trusted friends who—all wishing they were writers—enjoy pointing out
every defect. In a state of acute depression,
I brood over their criticisms. Sometimes they
lead to a major surgery; frequently to minor.
Always they give me something of great
value. Then begins the final polishing, a dull
and boring process, for the technician takes
over and all one has learned over the years
comes to support one. After this, naturally, I
never read one of my own books in print, contenting myself with the reviews which alternately exalt and depress me, but by then I am
on to another book and so relatively immune.
I have been called an "optimistic realist".
I am. With each year I live, each country I
see, each race I get to know, I am more
deeply assured that life is good and that,
employing the actual and potential qualities
of every human being, we can build a better
world for all.
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david foulkes taylor
DYMPHNA CUSACK is a well-known Australian author of
several novels and other works. At present she is living
overseas.
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A Dream of Droving
Rachel Percy
ATTLE! From Up North! The child almost sang the magic words as she rode.
She had been to the stock yards before,
seen the long-horned cattle from far away,
the drovers' lean horses, and the drovers
themselves with their saddle-stained moleskins, their boots of scarred leather. Perched
safely on the highest rail, hating her jodhpurs, her long plaits and childish lace-up
shoes, she had longed to be big and brave;
to be down there in the dust and turmoil,
trailing a long whip, leaping cat-like up the
rails inches ahead of crashing horns. The
great races leading to the railway trucks had
rattled and shook as the beasts plunged
against them, glorious contrast to the bleat
of her father's sheep. Her memory was packed with adventure gleaned from those gods
of the saddle, the drovers, and once she had
seen a team departing, a long string of horses
trotting into the blue. They had vanished
over the endless horizon, unthinkable distance ahead of them, going to the NeverNever, the land of brumbies and golden
plains, where the chant of corroborees echoed
through hills of purple splendour, and crocodiles slept by silent pools.
The child and her parents had returned
for a brief visit to the district that had been
her world until a year before, and were staying at the hotel. A hotel without much shape
or plan, but with quite a bit of character, like
the rest of the dusty straggling township. Farflung sheep stations kept the town alive, for
the goldmines behind the ironstone hills were
slowly dying amongst their own head-stones
of clay-white mullock heaps. This economic
fact was, of course, lost to her twelve-yearold mind; she was just tremendously glad to
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be back, and to perfect the spring days someone had lent her a pony.
Yesterday she had just wandered, happy
to ride in the sun, but today had purpose.
Today held adventure because of the magic
words. The spell had been cast by the downto-earth policeman who sat at their table in
the near-deserted dining room with its net
curtains and shiny linoleum. He, however,
did not know he spoke magic; all he had
said was:
"There's a mob of cattle from further up
getting in at the railway stock yards. Maybe
you'd like to ride out and see them."
Breakfast was gobbled, and she ran nearly
all the way to where the bay pony was kept.
Cattle! From Up North! The words opened
the gates to her half-forgotten dreams, and
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out they all fluttered, like pages from Ion
Idriess, as she saddled up and rode away
from the fringe of the township.
It was a mile or so to the stock yards, but
before she was there she knew they were
empty, for the air above them was free of
dust. Closer, she pulled up on top of a rise
and looked out across the expanse of grey
timbered yards, at the forlorn desertion of the
line of trucks drawn up on the railway track.
No cattle were in sight. Perhaps they had
already gone, trundling down the line to the
south of the city. Disappointment trembled,
and then vanished. No, she was early, the
yards had a look of expectancy, and no hooves
had stirred their dust for days.
She turned her pony and rode along the
rise and down towards a washy creek. In all
her twelve years she had never dreamt that
the country could look like this; the hard,
stony, sun-baked country, now overflowing
with beauty with the breaking of the drought.
The sun was warm on her face, and a flock
of parrakeets swooped and shrilled away in a
glitter of green to a grey mulga thicket. The
pony's hooves made little sound, for the
broken ground was covered with a thick, luscious mat of a creeping succulent, the pale
pink junga. It had turned the hills and
ridges, the stony flats, into a soft world of
dusty pink, splashed with patches of rosy
parrakeelya, and clumps of tall pink bottlebrush with furry grey leaves. Down by the
creek there was green, fresh grass, and the
yellow and white of billy buttons and everlastings; but these were just incidents in a
theme of pink; pink and grey, with the blue
sky merging into the blue horizon. An unreal
landscape, and so silent, but the child loved
it down to the last twig on the dead tree she
passed.
And then the pony flung up his head,
snorted, with ears erect, quivering with the
beginnings of a neigh. There was a flurry of
movement in a belt of trees, and three horses
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appeared. The pony shrilled a greeting and
pranced forward. One of the strangers
answered as their riders whooped them into
a gallop. For a second the child almost fled,
they were such black and ragged desperadoes, until she saw that, after all, they were
children, too. They pulled up with a flourish,
and then shyness gripped them all. There was
a muttered "G'day," while the child studied
her foot in a thrust-out stirrup. The eldest
of the trio, a lean fourteen in tattered khaki
pants, took charge of the situation.
"Just ridin' 'round?"
"Yes."
"Nice day."
"Yes."
The next in size, hair bleached straw in
odd contrast to his dark face, entered the conversation.
"You got a pretty pony there."
"He is nice, but yours is a lovely colour."
The boy giggled and slapped the golden
neck of his mount, who jigged in response.
The smallest stranger said nothing, in fact
seemed hardly to be there. He was enveloped
in the folds of a vast overcoat, and huge dark
eyes gleamed out from under the shadow of
a hat that settled down to his shoulders. Only
those eyes and bare feet sticking out with
toe-holds in stirrup irons betrayed the fact
that coat and hat were inhabited. His fat old
draught horse yawned with a mouthful of
yellow teeth, and settled to sleep, head drooping. The coat revealed small hands tugging
at the reins.
No-one seemed to have anything else to
say. Flies buzzed and the horses fidgeted,
and then came the long-drawn bellow of a
bullock. The child's eyes lit up.
"There they are! The cattle, I heard
them!"
"That's our mob, the\' bin comin' up now."
The eldest boy turned towards the belt of
trees.
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"Your mob! Are you drovers?" Her voice
was shocked. Where were her heroes?
"Our Dad, he's boss drover. We all go
any place he go. Wanner see the mob?"
On the other side of the line of mulgas
they met the forerunners of a slow-moving
tide of backs; reds, blacks, roans and whites;
seemingly never-ending, with the stragglers
out of sight through scattered trees. They
moved quietly, grazing as they went, and
only one horseman could be seen, riding down
the right wing.
A young half-caste, he cantered to meet
them, and the child pulled her pony up behind the others, nervous again.
"G'day, miss; you come out from town?"
"The policeman said I could. I wanted to
see the cattle. It's all right, isn't it?"
"Yair. You just ride round quietly, she'll
be all right. You like cattle, eh?"
"They're much better than sheep."
He grinned at her, she smiled back; white
child and half-caste drover; and a friendship
stirred.
"Hey, Billy!" yelled the eldest boy, "horses
O.K.?"
"I dunno. That's your job. Boss'll be on
your tail if you don't look out."
The three boys shrieked with laughter,
and then clattered away, swerving clear of
the cattle, to go into a break-neck gallop, the
old draught horse rolling and heaving like a
barrel at sea, his rider a bobbing cork with
flapping elbows.
"That mob, s'posed to be horse-tailers,
lookin' after the spares. Reckon we need a
bloke to keep an eye on them instead." Billy
flicked the ends of the reins across his horse's
neck. "Wanner ride along?"
All the drovers were natives or half-castes.
If they were surprised at finding the white
child in their midst, they did not show it,
merely said a polite "G'day" and rode on, but
she felt very much a stranger, and kept her
pony trotting close by Billy's horse. They
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rode in silence, up and down the outskirts of
the mob, until the stock yards were in sight.
Then the tempo quickened just a little as the
men began to straighten up the cattle, pushing in the stragglers, closing up the ranks,
ready for the yarding. Here there was dust,
for the earth before the yards was bare, and
there was noise. The tide of dark moving
backs broke into waves of bellowing; a whip
cracked. "H'up bullock, h'up bullock!" And
sweeping horns, white in the sun, clashed as
heads tossed.
The bay pony danced and shivered, the
reins taut in the child's hands as the noise
and the movement built up around her. She
breathed the dust, the smell of cattle and
horses that was heady and strong. Billy looked' at her. "You watch out for some of them
pikers. Miss." She knew, for there were tales
of death in the cattle yards. A brindle bull
turned and looked at her, the heavy head
swinging low. Time stopped and the light
blazed and burnt from the sky, and then the
brindle head became part of the crowd once
more. She rode on, but shaken by the knowledge of fear. Why was one animal so much
more terrifying than the mass?
The gates were open and the leaders
swung their way in, suspicious, wary. The
noise and dust rose higher as the cattle went
surging forward, fiUing up the main yard,
overflowing into side yards and holding pens,
like tributaries of a river. Two frightened
bullocks dodged away, jumping into a run,
tails up, the horizon their goal, and the little
bay pony jumped with them. They flew,
shoulder to shoulder, and then stopped dead,
to feint a turn to the right and one to the left,
with the bay pony always there. The bullocks
went scampering back to the mob, guilty
children, and cantering behind them, the
child could have shouted with pride. She had
turned the truants alone. Billy slapped the
pony's rump.
"My word, the little bloke's quick on his
feet."
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The world glowed and whip-cracks were
music of praise.
At last the gates were shut on the milling
prisoners. The rag-tag brigade, the horsetailers, had appeared with their charges, introduced them to the government well and
water troughs, and then left them, trusting
their re-discovery to horse-bells and intuition.
Now the riders were heading down the dusty
road to town, the boy on the racy chestnut in
the lead, and behind them all, the child and
the drover Billy. He told her that most of
the cattle would be trucked early the next
morning, but that a few were to be held until
a later train. This was news indeed. Could
she come out again? Would it be all right?
He laughed at her eagerness. He reckoned
that none of the other drovers were too keen
to herd the left-behinds for their daily grazing; even a child on a small pony might be
useful. She could come all right, if she
wanted to.
Her pleasure beamed as she wondered at
drovers who could be tired of cattle and
riding. What had town to offer? She could
not imagine.
Billy looked down at his dark hands.
"Reckon it's 'bout time I had a wash." He
turned one hand upwards, and she noticed
with surprise how pink the palm was, like
the pale curve under the fingernails. "Some
of those other fellers, they don' mind not
washin', but I like a real good clean-up."
She was puzzled; washing was such a part
of everyday routine. "Don't you wash when
you're droving?"
"Sometimes, a little bit, but you mostly
got no water; not much time neither."
Thoughtfully, she looked ahead at the
backs of the other drovers, the men who did
not wash even when they had the chance.
They had reached the straggle of shacks outside the town, humpies of hessian, old iron
and brush boughs. Behind the largest one
was the drovers' wagon, sent on ahead
of the men. Draught horses grazed nearby;
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there was a smoking camp-fire, and a weaving
pattern of children, dogs and women.
From there she rode on alone. Looking
back, she saw the men dismounting, swallowed up in a turmoil of greetings and laughter.
Mad with excitement, a yellow dog snarled
and snapped amongst theii- heels, until a kick
sent it yelping behind the shack. Some faces
turned to stare at the child; their curiosity
seemed to burn across the distance, and she
clapped her heels to the pony's sides and
galloped over the hill.
The next day she went out again into the
strange pink land, to find tlie remaining cattle
grazing the sweet grass by the little creek.
Billy was sitting his horse quietly in the shade
of a tree, and this time they met as friends.
They discussed the day, and the season, a
bird's nest in a prickly bush, and the way
the white everlastings by the creek bank
turned their faces always to the sun. The
child said that the flowers looked like ballet
dancers. Billy wanted to know what ballet
dancers ^\'ere, and she admitted that she had
never seen one, really, but that in pictures
they wore stiff white skirts and danced on
their toes. This, they agreed, was an extremely clever thing to do. He pointed out
the best bullocks to her, told her about cattle
musters, drafting and branding. Her own
stories involving sheep sounded pretty tame
in comparison.
The morning passed lazily, until the cattle
began to settle into cud-chewing contentment.
Peering at the sun, she decided it was already
past mid-day, and Billy agreed with her. A
mark for her bushmanship, but it meant she
had to ride straight to the hotel to avoid
being late for lunch. She left the pony, girth
loosened, in the shade of a tree behind the
building. Feeling guilty—"A good bushman
feeds his horse before feeding himself" were
words on her conscience—she washed, pushed back tangled hair, and rushed to the dining room. Everyone was seated but not yet
served; she had just made it on time.
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Sliding into her seat with a muttered
apology, she reached for bread and butter.
Her mother smiled at this, her urchin child,
and asked after her morning. Where had she
been? Out to the cattle again? She hoped
the drovers didn't find her a nuisance. Were
they all there?
"No, just one, just Billy. We watched the
cattle, and talked about things. They're a
quiet old mob really." She could not resist a
little swagger in her voice, an implication
that between them she and Billy could handle
stampeding buffaloes. Grazing cattle were
pie.
A faint frown crossed her mother's face.
Her parents' eyes met, and her father said
"Hmmm!"
What was wrong?
Her mother turned to the policeman, that
solid expanse of man in uniform. This boy,
or young man—Billy. WSLS he known to the
policeman? Was he . . . all right?
The child concentrated on her plate, but
there was a chill in the air. She held her
breath. What did her mother mean by that?
Somewhere, beyond her knowledge, lurked a
lot of things, dark corners of life she only
guessed at. Out of these liad come that frown.
The policeman was hearty. "Oh, Billy! A
good type; one of the best boys I've come
across. He'll look after her."
Everyone seemed happy. The child looked up and smiled, then ate her bread and
butter, hoping the waitress would hurry. She
was horribly hungry.
That night WAS picture night in the town
hall. Crisp in yellow cotton, white socks and
sweater, she walked through the door with
her father. There was the usual crowd of
natives, shuffling in the entrance; she hardly
noticed them. The familiar face above a clean
blue shirt seemed to be suddenly spotlighted.
"Billy! Hullo, Billy!"
He started, bewildered, smiled, and then
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ducked his head in the quick gesture of shyness.
"That your friend?" asked her father. "He
looks a decent lad."
The next morning Billy apologised. He
hadn't recognised her, all dressed up. Was
that her Dad? He looked a real nice bloke.
The child watched a bullock tear up a
great strip of the pink junga carpet, peeling
it away from the rocky ground in a succulent
sheet.
"They love the junga, don't they?"
"Good tucker, nice and sweet; they fatten
up real quick."
All that day and the next they rode together. Sometimes they were joined briefly
by the three boys, who always galloped about
too much and disturbed the cattle. They
seemed to be engaged on a never-ending
search for their string of horses, finding them
only to lose them again. It was a great joke.
But mostly the child and the drover were
alone with the cattle, swapping bush stories
that ranged to the Kimberleys and out to the
desert country, talking about the land and
the birds and beasts they knew; letting the
cattle out to graze, yarding them, or sitting
with one leg crooked over the pommel of the
saddle while the mob drank at the trough,
they were part of a world under the sun.
The week ended. Sitting in the back seat
of her parents' car, heading down the long
road South, the child looked back quietly in
her mind. She told herself that one day she
would ride the lonely stock-routes, camp out
under the stars, sing to the cattle in the cold
night watches, and always wear boots with
silver spurs and drink her tea from an old
quart pot. Billy would be her friend for ever.
But years lay ahead, and change. She was
to gain many things, and lose others. She
never again rode in the enchanted land of
rosy hills, and she lost her dream of droving.
BACHEL PERCY is a housewife, script writer and broadcaster in W.A.
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Book
Reviews

up Queensland
Way
FOLLOW THE SUN
Ron TuUipan
(Australasian Book
Melbourne.

Society,
17/6)

T

HE author of "Follow the Sun"
sets out to raise the problem of
and find an answer to the effects
on labour of the mechanization of
industry, and particularly the
sugar industry.

An attractive young widow
meets and states the problem to
the central figure, wharf labourer
Lew Brady, whilst they are both
on their way to the land of sunshine and sugar.
"They're going to turn ours into
a ghost town if you can believe
everything that's being said in
Sugar Port. There's a great deal
of worry and a lot are trying to
sell already. The town depended
almost entirely on sugar. The
canecutters, the mill hands and the
wharfies mean money for the
trades people. Now everybody's
talking about mechanical harvesters to replace field men, and bulk
installations instead of waterside
workers. The pubs will certainly
go broke if that happens. Anyone
who is not depending on the tourist-trade and timber trades, and a
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few farmers, will have to go elsewhere. Even I'll have to go."
After that precise one hundred
word statement of fact, the cunning male reveals what is really
on his mind, by asking:
"Your husband will be affected,
I suppose ?"
And Brenda Messina quickly
falls for that one.
"I'm a widow," having already
told him that she is a barmaid at
the nearest pub to the wharf. . . .
\Vow !
"Follow the Sun" is reminiscent
of "Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll", with an industrial twist.
There are three roaming characters, who have been wandering up
Queensland way for twelve years.
Besides Lew Brady there is Hughie
Carruthers, also on a plane to the
North, telling an innocent girl he
is a sugar chemist; and Edgar
Flint, the third of the trio, had
already married a couple of years
ago in Sugar Port, and had taken
a boss's job.
This situation provides material
for a lot of trouble and the gory
details are in the final chapters
of the book, whilst elsewhere is
propounded the philosophy of the
working man on the question of a
man deserting his class to become
a boss.
When characters in this book
are not making political speeches
of a long and exacting nature (in
which you learn a lot about sugar
ports), they are liable to get down
to the earthy stuff, such as: "G'day
Duchy. Still suckin' up to the
boss ?"
The foreman shrugged. "You
back here to pester us ?"
"Ungrateful old mug," Hughie
charged. "You need a good man,
don't yon ?"
"Yair. Know where I'll find
one ?"
"Not under a foreman's hat,
that's a cert."
Trade union struggle is entered
into. Flint says the union branch

secretary in Sugar Port is "too
deeply involved with civic bodies
and spends too much time hobnobbing with the business men.
The job's worrying him and he's
going to have to retire soon because he can't please everybody."
Then there is the further worry
of tlie union rank and file that the
union secretary's son is being
groomed for his father's job, and
he will not be able to cope with
it. That situation is resolved, late
in the novel, by Lew Brady taking
the job.
The women proceed along with
the men to the end, seem to know
as much about the job as the men,
and one more wanderer at least is
captured, who will follow the sun
less frequently as a result. The
hero stays in Sugar Port to do a
good job with the girl we didn't
expect him to finish up with, and
his mate finishes up with the
hero's girl.
No immediate solution is found
to mechanization, and Lew Brady
has to tell Duchy that preventing
mechanization is not the solution
to the drift.
"Refineries and by-products will
stem the drift, and the only solution is to allow working people to
take an active part in the control
of their industries. It's time something was done to draw some of
the population from the crowded
parts of the country."
There is something new about
this kind of book because it is
written from the inside, by a
waterside worker who has watched and lived the events in it. The
figure of Ron Tulhpan has been
seen a hundred times standing
back watching it all reflectively—
seamen and wharfies and women.
It is the emergence of the
working class intellectual into the
literary world. It bears the marks
of a first novel, yet it reaches
where none but the working class
writer has been able to go. It is a
book sympathetic to the militant
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trade union movement by one of
its own. It carries the realistic
feel of the disintegration, ad\'ance
and remaking of the north, and it
is a book worthy of the shelf
above the fireplace of anyone interested in down-to-earth literature.
Merv Lilley

few books that had been published had long been out of print.
However, in recent years a happier trend became apparent as the
study of State history attracted
greater attention than formerly.
Aided by improved facilities at
the State Library, research workers, journalists and authors combined to produce an increasing
number of theses, articles and
books on local themes. This development emphasised the need
for an up-to-date general history,
the sole work of this type in existence having been written several
decades earlier with its content restricted to the pre-Commonwealth
era.

Local

To compile a new history of
Western Australia no one was better situated nor more deserving
of the honour than Dr. F. K.
Crowley of the Western Australian University's Department of
History. In addition to his own
investigations and writings, Dr.
Crowley has directed many of the
student researches undertaken in
the field.
Dr. Crowley's book, the full
title of which is Australia's Western Third: A History of Western
Australia from the First Settlements to Modern Times, is the
first comprehensive up-to-date history of Western Australia that has
appeared. One of the benefits conferred by it is the more satisfactory framework for nineteenth
century Western Australian events
provided by the chapter divisions.
Another is the successful attempt
to reconstruct conditions of life in
different parts of the State at different periods in its history.

History
Up-to-Date

AUSTRALIA'S WESTERN
THIRD
F. K. Crowley
(Macmillan, London. 50/-)

T

HOUGH recent generations of
Western Austrahans have had
ample opportunities for famiharising themselves with the outlines of
Australian history, such has not
been the case when it came to
their own State. In seeking reasons for this paradox, blame could
not be attached to the secondary
schools nor to the authorities responsible for framing syllabuses for
the Public Examinations. Principally the sitation arose from the
dearth of books deahng with the
subject, and from the fact that the
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The text that the "prize of all
history is the understanding of
modern times" is one which Dr.
Crowley has espoused on frequent
occasions, and one to which he
has given full expression in this
book. The space allocated to
twentieth centry developments, including chapters for each of the

decades 1939-1958 and 1949-1959,
while likely to stimulate objection
in some quarters on the grounds
of listing events too recent to be
assessed in their true perspective,
nevertheless permit the assembly
of a mass of wordiwhile and necessary material. That Western Australian historical study is still not
so far removed from its infancy
accounts for the unevenness of
treatment apparent in some instances. For example ,the impression that little had been accomplished in education prior to the
passage of the Elementary Education Act, 1817, and of more significance, the tendency to weigh
the exploits of Alexander Forrest
relative to the achievements of his
brother John, may well be due to
the gaps which exist between the
present day store of completed research works.
Turning aside from
specific
considerations, Australia's Western
Third is certain to enjoy a wider
measure of popular interest than is
usual for scholarly works. The attractive style of the vinriting, the
wealth of information, the emphasis on social questions will amply
reward the general reader whose
usual concern with the State's past
is no more than casual. For teachers of history, this book, particularly when taken in conjunction
with Dr. Crowley's recent small
publication, A Short History of
Western Australia, must take on a
tremendous importance and should
finally dispel the perennial excuse
regarding the unavailability of text
books.
Similarly, the mature student
will discover much that is invaluable and he can be particularly
grateful for the abundance of footnote references which constitute a
first-rate guide both to unpublished materials and to less wellknown printed sources.
David

Mossenson
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Czech Poems
A HANDFUL OF LINDEN
LEAVES
(Designed and produced by
Artia—Prague, Czechoslovakia)

T

HIS volume, sent to us by
Dymphna Cusack, 's regrettably slim. Seventeen ^zech poets
are represented by thirty-three
poems, which means that the
reader gets only a taste of a century's vintage and asks for more.
Detailed biographical notes are included to introduce the poets, but
one or two poems cannot support
their various claims to fame.
The poems are limited to the
lyrical in mood and are in a sense
too specifically patriotic. Australians are used to the beauty and
the terror of a wide brown land,
so that the unquestioning praise
of landscapes may appear alien,
even romantic in vein:
"Wide, sweet country rolling
to the sky, golden with grain,"
wrote Sladek in "Czech Landscape."
Jaroslav Seifert's "The Mountain of Rip" brings in ancient
fable to add to the timeless wonder
of the excitment of harvest:
"Saint George's lance hangs
poised and steady
Drives at the dragon's throat
its glimmer."
Jiri Wolker's "Harvest" mentions
the
"Shirt sleeved men.
Women clad in bright red
dresses,
Children to their gay skirts
clinging,"
but it is a flat translation that fails
to bring the figures to life.
A reader may more hopefully
come to the title "The Song of
Work and Peace" of Konstantin
Biebl, who it is noted "dedicated
his mature modern talent to the
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service of the struggle for social
justice and the peace of the
world." He wrote:
"The girls march with their
tools.
Their sandals with the Spring
clay heavy.
The boys raise to the wind
their faces.
Singing aloud their ardour to
the morning."
Their song is not, however, directed to the balmy morn nor is
it like that Highland Lass with her
solitary song, unintelligible; it is a
paean to the Reconstruction in
which
"this tank
With death wounds through
its hippo side, my brothers.
Is shoved aside."
Frana Sramek's poem, "If I
Were a Herdsman of Horses,"
brings a subtler imagery to a
similar theme. The mythic "white
horse" appears as a promise of a
new era of peace, that is not
realised; hence a fatalism in his
words,
"Yet night comes laying
On me too, the weight of
grief and despair.
Silent, my head bowed, no
song essaying.
Mournfully echoing I hear
through the air,
White horse, your neighing";
but one can hardly escape feeling
that this verse is languishing, imaginatively debiUtated writing in
comparison with the sanguinary
dark horses of Yeats, "He Bids His
Beloved be at Peace."
"I hear the Shadowy Horses,
their long manes a-shake.
Their hoofs heavy with tumult, their eyes glimmering
white; . . .
O Vanity of Sleep, Hope,
Dream, endless Desire,
The
Horses
of
Disaster
plunge in the heavy clap."
In appreciating these poems the
reader must decide how much he
ought to allow for the loss of the

original metal in translation. The
lyrics which attempt to set forth
"the earth in so rich tapestry" may
not gratify the imaginative desire
for "a world more brazen and a
little less golden."
We may decide contra Sir
Philip Sidney's description of the
poet as medium and desire more
of the good earth with the gold
mined therefrom. Too many of
the Czech poems, I feel, deal in
cliches and "in mysterious hazes
of summer." But again, one must
allow for the difficulties that faced
the translator, Edith Pargeter, who
pleads that "English, eloquent,
flexible and expressive, does not
easily reproduce the close and
constant unity of sound and significance to be found in the
original."
Darryl Henderson

Scholarship and
Legend
THE SAGA OF KING
HEIDREK THE WISE
Ed. Christopher Tolkien
(Thomas Nelson h- Sons,
Edinburgh. 55/6)

A

BEAUTIFULLY
produced
publication recently to hand
falls outside the range of Westerly's usual interests, but it is
reviewed here as it is a reminder
of a lacking quality in Australian
literature.
The book is the 'Saga of King
Heidrek the Wise,' a translation
from the Icelandic by Christopher
Tolkien, of New College, Oxford.
Mr. Tolkien gives his own translation side by side with the Icelandic text which he has edited
from the various available editions,
and copious footnotes give the al43

ternative readings offered by the
manuscripts.
In his scholarly introduction he
shows clearly the great depth and
range of his knowledge, covering
topics as far apart as European
fairy tales and the settling of the
Visigoths near the Black Sea, as
well as the Icelandic, Scandinavian
and old English literature of many
centuries. The exhaustive bibliographies show the author is at
ease among Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, German and Latin translations of the original, and his feat
in separating fact from fiction in
the shadowy tales gives some indication of his ability as an historian.
The relevance of this to Australian literature may seem to be
shght. It does, however, highlight
the situation existing in Australia
which practically eliminates scholarship of this type from our Universities. Our country is young
and there has been little change in
either language or style since our
first authors began writing. Only
our colourful slang ofl^ers any
scope for research, and I should
think most of this has now been
collected and tabulated. There is
no ancient literature which calls
for learned analysis; the aboriginal legends seem to interest the
antliropologists rather than the
litterateurs, and they have not
found their way into the consciousness of the white population to
such an extent that they can be
used to add richness to our national literature.
On the other hand, the Norse
legends came to this country with
our Anglo-Saxon forebears as part
of the common knowledge and
there is scarcely a child at primary
school who has not heard some
reference to Ochn, or Thor's hammer. In the mysterious way which
no man can understand, these
stories seem to be transmitted
through the blood and we call
them myth. The stories have an
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instant fascination; they become
familiar as old friends are familiar,
and we never tire of meeting
them. There is a magic in them
which keeps them fresh.
As there are few readers of Old
Icelandic in Australia, but many
of poetry, the chief value of the
work in this country will lie in the
translation. Mr. Tolkien ends his
introduction with a summary of
the English translations of parts
of the work over the last 250 years
and the snippets he quotes show
clearly how grateful our own age
should be to the lack of established style among our poets today. It is no longer necessary,
for instance, to meet the taste of
the age by translating the Icelandic poems into heroic couplets,
as was once done by poets who
(Mr. Tolkien says) were quite unconstrained by any understanding
of the original. Today we are
free to render verse as near to the
original as we possibly can, no
matter how strange it may seem
to the reader. The value of publishing such a work lies as much
in its difi^erence from our culture
as in the similarities.
This Saga of King Heidrek is
notable for its preservation of
many old poems written long before the Saga was set down. This
is a 'fictitious' Saga, as opposed to
the Sagas which recorded the
deeds of famous personages, and
into his story the author has
woven the actual poems known as
"The Death of Hjalmar", "The
Waking of Angantyr", "The Riddles of Gestumblindi", and "The
Battle of the Goths and the Huns".
This is a variation from the practice of inserting prose paraphrases
of the verse. The translator's aim
throughout has been to retain the
"metre and alliterative schemes of
the originals" as far as the differences between Modern English
and Old Norse will allow it and
he succeeds in his intention.
The characteristic Nordic rhythm,

Robert Graves has said, is based
on the slow pull and push of the
oar, skalds being carried in ships
to persuade the rowers to maintain a steady rhythm at the same
time as they kept them entertained. Translations of the 'virgin of
intrepid brow, surely more than
woman thou' type sacrifice this
rhythm altogether for the sake of
a rhyme which the original does
not have. When, however, Mr.
Tolkien renders
"Hnigin er helgrind
hangar opnask
allr er i eldi
eybarmr at sja;"
into the form
"Hel's gate is lifted
howes are opening,
the isle's border
ablaze before you;"
he captures not only the rhythm
of the original, but the alliterations and as far as possible the
vowel pattern even though it
means the use of words such as
"howes".
He
apologises
for
"pressing into service a few words
that some niay think should now
be allowed to die in peace", but
considering the nature and magnitude of his task, the wonder is that
he uses so few.
Despite the vast amount of
study and learning behind the
work, Mr. Tolkien has given us a
book which has moulded some
rather recalcitrant material into
fine and exciting literature. I do
not know what relation, if any,
Christopher Tolkien is to Professor
J. R. R. Tolkien, but there is an
exuberance and an enthusiasm for
the dream-time about his Norse
translations which reminds me of
nothing so much as the latter's
fantasy trilogy "The Lord of the
Ring". This fantasy quality is a
characteristic which
Australian
literature in general seems to lack
and I think that only a love and
knowledge of ancient literature
can bring it to us.
Hal Nicholson
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